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Abstract
Work in this thesis represents advances in addressing two key challenges in epidemio-
logical and ecological modelling: the lack of an effective and easily deployable model-
assessment tool and a statistically sound joint inferential framework for epidemic
and evolutionary processes. Firstly, we present a novel statistical framework that
combines classical and Bayesian reasoning in testing for mis-specifications of a spatio-
temporal model by investigating the consistency of so-called latent residuals with a
known sampling distribution using a classical hypothesis test. Second, we devise a
statistically sound Bayesian framework which facilitates the integration of epidemio-
logical and genetic data; specifically, we demonstrate how the transmitted sequences
can be effectively imputed so that the transmission dynamics of the joint epidemic and
evolution process can be accurately recovered and also any unsampled infected hosts
can be naturally accommodated in the analysis. The new methodology we propose
are assessed using simulation studies and they are applied to two real-world epidemic
datasets which respectively describe the spread of an invasive plant and foot-and-
mouth disease in the UK, which shows that they may greatly enhance our ability to
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1.1 An overview of the challenges in epidemic mod-
elling
Mathematical and statistical modelling in epidemiological and ecological studies has
evolved rapidly over the past decades, largely due to improved surveillance, which has
led to much richer data, and the advancement of simulation-based statistical methods
and computer power. Despite substantial developments, two key challenges are being
presented to epidemic modellers. First, while there is a rich set of well-studied models,
effective model assessment techniques are lacking. On the other hand, the rapidly
growing availability and volume of data present both opportunities and challenges.
In particular, sequence data of pathogens are becoming increasingly available due to
the reduced cost of genome sequencing. These sequence data, embedding information
of the evolutionary history of pathogens among the infected hosts in a population, aid
to reveal greater detail on key aspects of the transmission dynamics of epidemics such
as the transmission network than standard epidemiological data. A key challenge is
to integrate standard epidemic data with these sequence data within a statistically
sound framework.
1.1.1 Inferring transmission dynamics
Stochastic spatio-temporal models are playing an increasingly important role in epi-
demiological and ecological studies relating to transmission of diseases (Ster et al,
2009), invasion of alien species (Cook et al, 2007a) and population movements in re-
sponse to climate changes (Walters et al, 2006) (see 2.1 in Chapter 2 for discussion
of common spatio-temporal epidemic models). It is well known that the predicted
1
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dynamics of such systems can be extremely sensitive to the choice of model, with
consequent implications for the design of control strategies (Ster et al, 2009; Ferguson
et al, 2001), but as yet there is a lack of effective model assessment tools described
in the literature. For example, studies of foot and mouth disease have cited the im-
portance of selecting between a long-tailed spatial kernel (see later) versus a localised
spatial kernel (Keeling et al, 2003; Ferguson et al, 2001). Further model-choice prob-
lems arise in relation to the parametric form of the distributions of incubation and
infectious periods in models of measles (Ferguson et al, 1997; Bolker and Grenfell,
1995), and in relation to diseases such as smallpox (Streftaris and Gibson, 2004b) and
AIDS (Mun˜oz et al, 1997).
A major and unresolved issue in (spatio-temporal) epidemic model specifications is to
choose an appropriate spatial kernel which describes the dependence of the infectious
challenge from an infective to a susceptible site (detailed mathematical formulations
are given in Chapter 3). In particular, there is a lack of tools to distinguish between
a long-tailed and a short-tailed spatial kernel which can imply very distinct control
strategies (see later). A short-tailed spatial kernel such as an exponentially-bounded
kernel mostly allows short-distance interactions between infectives and susceptibles
and hence result in a more localised and “continuous” spreading pattern. In contrast,
it is well-known that a long-tailed spatial kernel such as a Cauchy-type kernel allows
more frequent long-distance interactions and hence result in a more patchy pattern
of spread, with apparently multiple foci. In fact, at sufficiently large scale either type
of spatial kernel can lead to an emergent pattern looking like an epidemic emanating
from a single focus (Shaw, 1995).
The spatial kernel has important implications for devising effective control strategies
(Gibson, 1997; Keeling et al, 2003; Ferguson et al, 2001). For instance, in animal
disease outbreaks (e.g., foot-and-mouth disease, a major animal disease which has
caused significant economic losses in the UK), culling (i.e., the pre-emptive slaughter
of all susceptible animals on farms around infection sites) and vaccination are two
major measures aiming at reducing the density of susceptibles and hence limiting
the chance of further spread of the disease in the population (Keeling et al, 2003;
Ferguson et al, 2001). Optimal implementation of such strategies (e.g., how large a
geographical area around infection sites should receive culling) clearly depends on, for
example, how likely long-distance transmission is to occur, which is being implied by
the spatial kernel.
Despite the very different underlying mechanisms they represent, distinguishing be-
tween different kernels is usually impeded by the complexity of epidemic dynamics.
For example, a patchy pattern may also be observed by having a short-tailed kernel in
combination with background infections/colonisations (see Figure 1.1). As a result,
2
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approaches relying on analysing the spatial point patterns (Getis, 1991) may not be ef-
fective for distinguishing between models as two types of spatial kernel may be capable
of producing similar patterns of spread (Gibson, 1997). Posterior predictive checking
which determines goodness-of-fit by benchmarking summary statistics from the data
against their posterior predictive distributions may not be sensitive as they merely
reflect the averaging behaviour of competing models. Other approaches such as Bayes
factors and Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) suffer from different key limitations.
In particular, none of the existing approaches are designed to test the goodness-of-
fit of the spatial kernel (or any particular components) in a general spatio-temporal
epidemic model; rather, they provide an indication of the overall goodness-of-fit of
the full model and are usually difficult to interpret. Illustrations of the limitations
of these approaches are given in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Developing effective and



























































































































































































































































Figure 1.1: An epidemic simulated from a spatio-temporal model (see later chapters
for more details) within a 2000×2000 square region using an exponentially-bounded
spatial kernel and a relatively high background infection rate. Solid dots represent
infected sites.
1.1.2 Joint analysis of epidemiological and sequence data
Historically, epidemiological data collected during epidemic outbreaks provide the
main source of information from which to infer disease transmission dynamics. These
data are based on clinical observation and diagnostic test results and typically include
observed times of symptom onset or times of culling/removal.
In order to capture the transmission dynamics more adequately, we need to infer
some key unobserved aspects of an epidemic model such as exposure times. Being the
first key papers addressing this issue, Gibson and Renshaw (1998) and O’Neill and
3
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Roberts (1999) demonstrated how unobserved components in a general Susceptible−
Exposed−Infectious−Recovered model (see also details of epidemiological models in
Chapter 2) can be imputed in a Bayesian framework using a computationally-intensive
numerical method called Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Considerable progress
has also been made in developing subsequent statistical methods for inference from
these partially observed epidemics (e.g., (Streftaris and Gibson, 2012)). In spite of
the progress made, during a typical outbreak the epidemiological data available do
not allow very precise inference of detailed aspects of disease transmission dynamics,
for they only indirectly reflect the underlying contact structures, exposure times, and
other information needed, for example, to infer the transmission network.
Another valuable source of data is genetic data of pathogens sampled from infected
hosts during epidemic outbreaks. These data indicate the evolutionary history of
pathogens and therefore carry information on relatedness of different infection events.
Such data have become increasingly available in recent years (Rambaut et al, 2008;
Cottam et al, 2008), which presents both opportunities and challenges to modellers.
While they have great potential to be used to reveal more detailed aspects of the
transmission dynamics, substantial developments of new statistical methodology are
required to integrate them with traditional epidemic data in a statistically sound and
hopefully a more powerful framework.
Various approaches have been proposed. Approaches that rely on reconstructing phy-
logenetic trees were first considered in several scenarios focusing on estimating the
evolutionary aspects (e.g., the sequence ages) of pathogens (Shapiro et al, 2011; Ram-
baut et al, 2008). A phylogenetic tree (Figure 1.2 (a)) is a diagram that depicts the
evolutionary relationships among species or entities (in our case we are interested
in the relationship between pathogens sampled from different hosts which could be
individuals or premises). These approaches may be inappropriate to infer the trans-
mission dynamics, such as the transmission network, when sampled sequences include
donor-recipient pairs. For example, let us suppose that a site A infected another site
B. A sample from A was collected before the infection event and a sample from B
was collected after the infection event (as shown in Figure 1.2 (b)), it is clear that
these two samples form a donor-recipient pair, and it is inappropriate to assign them
to the tips (also known as leaves) − instead, the sample from A is more appropriately
to be assigned as an ancestor (e.g., along the branch or on the node) that descends to
sample from B. A more recently developed approach is to consider the transmission
network explicitly (Ypma et al, 2012; Morelli et al, 2012; Ypma et al, 2013; Jombart
et al, 2014). However, these approaches do not account for unobserved transmitted
sequences (solid circles coloured grey in Figure 1.2 (b)) between donor-recipient pairs
which are unequivocally required to represent the transmission dynamics adequately
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and they mostly rely on pseudo-likelihood approaches that cannot describe adequately
the dependence between collected samples (solid circles coloured black in Figure 1.2
(b)). More details of the pseudo-likelihood approaches and other existing approaches
are also discussed in Chapter 4. Further research in developing a more accurate











Figure 1.2: (a) A hypothetical phylogenetic tree constructed from samples a, b, c, d
collected from sites A,B,C,D respectively: the tips or leaves of a phylogenetic tree
represent the sampled pathogens and each node represents a common ancestor of the
tips descended from it. (b) The event of site A infecting B and the sampling of
sequences on these individuals. The sequence samples (coloured black) are observed
and the transmitted sequences (coloured grey) are typically unobserved. Possible
events on dotted lines are not shown.
1.2 An overview and outline of the thesis
This thesis aims to contribute to address these the challenges presented in section 1.1.
Specifically, we first propose a novel Bayesian model assessment tool which is sensitive
to mis-specifications of particular components of a general spatio-temporal model and
is able to provide a statistically interpretable diagnosis of model specification. This
framework requires and presents an innovative re-parametrisation scheme of epidemic
processes involving a known residual processes independent of model assumptions.
These residuals are then imputed in a Bayesian framework using MCMC. On apply-
ing a classical test for consistency with the known distribution of the imputed residu-
als a posterior distribution of p-values is generated, from which evidence against the
5
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modelling assumptions can be discerned. The approach has its roots in the posterior
predictive p-value proposed in Meng (1994), and extended in Streftaris and Gibson
(2004a) and Gibson et al (2006). The key innovation in this work is to design the
residual processes so that the resulting tests are sensitive to mis-specification of spe-
cific aspects of the model under consideration. In contrast to conventional posterior
predictive checks relying on summary statistics of observed data, our approach utilises
the posterior samples of the residual processes with a known distribution with which
the test may be more sensitive to model mis-specifications.
Another key aim of the thesis is to devise a statistically sound method for integrating
epidemiological and genetic data. As accounting for unobserved transmitted sequences
requires a very high-dimensional model space and this imposes great challenges to
statistical inference, alternative approaches, compromising the accuracy of inference,
have been proposed. In this thesis, we show that it is feasible to impute the unobserved
transmitted sequences between infected hosts, which has been the main difficulty in
the joint inference of epidemic and genetic data. We also investigate comprehensively
the values of genetic data in inferring the transmission dynamics. In particular, we
demonstrate how genetic data may aid the estimation of epidemiological parameters,
which has been largely ignored in the literature. We also demonstrate the practicality
in using partial genomic data, which may bear important implications for future study
designs.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of current impor-
tant statistical models and methods in epidemic modelling which are to be used in
the succeeding chapters. The new methodology we propose is explained in detail in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and is assessed using simulation studies. Two real-world
epidemic datasets which respectively describes the spread of an invasive plant and
foot-and-mouth disease in the UK are analysed in these two chapters demonstrating






In this chapter we give an overview of existing epidemic and evolutionary models and
some methodology for key statistical inference which will be used in later chapters. We
also highlight the limitations of current model selection techniques before we proceed
to the next chapter where a novel model assessment framework is proposed.
2.1 Epidemic models
Stochastic spatio-temporal models are playing an increasingly important role in epi-
demiological and ecological studies relating to transmission of diseases (Ster et al,
2009; Ferguson et al, 2001), invasion of alien species (Lau et al, 2014b; Cook et al,
2007a) and population movements in response to climate changes (Walters et al,
2006). In this section we discuss some of the key model structures and the related
underlying assumptions.
A standard approach in epidemiological modelling is to describe disease progression
in a sequence of compartments, which are usually consistent with clinical evidence.
A typical example is the SEIR model with susceptible (S), exposed (E), infectious
(I) and removed/recovered (R) compartments. The transition of a susceptible indi-
vidual to class E is determined by an assumed infection process (see later) in which
infectious individuals play a key role. Then an exposed individual stays in class E
before becoming infectious for a duration called latent period. An infectious individual
then stays infectious for an infectious period before it is removed/recovered from the
population. The notion of having sojourn times in class E and class I are supported
by clinical evidence. For example, an individual exposed to influenza virus may not
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be infectious for a period of time due to the low viral shedding at the beginning
of infection and only remain infectious for a length of time before recovery (i.e., re-
moval) (Hall et al, 1979). The SEIR model is also commonly used to describe disease
progression in animals in which the symptom onset times (e.g., the lesion times in
foot-and-mouth disease) are often taken to be estimates of the time exposed individ-
uals become infectious (with generally unknown exposure times) (Keeling et al, 2003;
Ferguson et al, 2001). In animal disease epidemics, removal times usually correspond
to culling times. For plant diseases, SIR and SI models are instead more common
due to the aggressive nature of these diseases (Lau et al, 2014b; Cook et al, 2007a).
Other settings are possible. For example, SIS model allows reinfections to occur
when levels of infection are high or vaccination fails to protect (Gomes et al, 2004)
− an important example is the dengue fever where an individual recovered from one
strain may be infected by another strain (Kawaguchi et al, 2003). Infections may also
be classified into asymptomatic or symptomatic which may have different infectious-
ness, which can be modelled by having an exposed individual entering two infectious
classes (Mathews et al, 2007).
2.1.1 Mathematical representations and assumptions
Consider an SEIR model and let S(t), E(t), I(t) and R(t) be the respective num-
bers in these classes at time t. The progression of individuals through compartments
is often modelled as a Markov process with the occurrence of future events being
independent of past events given the current state of the system. Examples of us-
ing Markovian models include measles and tuberculosis (Cauchemez and Ferguson,
2008; Debanne et al, 2000). A common mathematical formulation for probabilities
of the three possible transition events to occur within time interval [t, t + dt) is as
follows:
Pr(S(t+ dt) = S(t)− 1, E(t+ dt) = E(t) + 1) = βI(t)S(t)dt+ o(dt)
Pr(E(t+ dt) = E(t)− 1, I(t+ dt) = I(t) + 1) = λE(t)dt+ o(dt)
Pr(I(t+ dt) = I(t)− 1, R(t+ dt) = R(t) + 1) = σI(t)dt+ o(dt),
(2.1)
with β being the contact rate between an infectious and an exposed individual and λ
and σ being the transition rates for the corresponding transitions to class I and class
R.
The usage of constant λ and σ equivalently assumes exponentially distributed sojourn
times in respective classes. While this assumption is mathematically convenient, it is
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not necessarily biologically realistic. A less restrictive, and perhaps more realistic, as-
sumption is to allow sojourn time distributions (e.g., a Gamma distribution) that can
exhibit a modal value of time. Two common alternatives to exponentially distributed
sojourn times are Weibull and Gamma distributions.
The assumption of homogeneous mixing among individuals in the population, implied
by the first line of Equation 2.1 where each infectious individual exerts an equal infec-
tious challenge to any given susceptible, may be inappropriate particularly in a spatial
setting. For example, for a spatially stratified population where individuals may be
divided into classes, a simple and more realistic extension is to assume individuals mix
homogeneously within a particular class, but mix with a lesser extent with individuals
in other classes (Morris, 1996; Watson, 1972). This introduces n× (n− 1) levels of β,
where n is the number of classes.
Instead of introducing additional levels of β, another natural way to account for het-
erogeneity in contact is to use a spatial kernel function to characterise the dependence
of the infectious challenge from infective i to susceptible j as a function of distance dij
between i and j. Using a spatial kernel is natural for spatially distributed and inter-
acted populations. For example, the monotonically decreasing property of a spatial
kernel function (e.g., an exponentially-bounded or power-law kernel function) renders
it a natural candidate to describe the interactions/transmissions between an infec-
tious premises to a susceptible premises (e.g., premises can be farms in outbreaks of
foot-and-mouth disease or trees in outbreaks of Citrus greening disease (Ster et al,
2009; Keeling et al, 2003; Parry et al, 2014)). In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we consider
a general spatio-temporal SEIR model (see below) in which the spatial connectivity
is modelled by the spatial kernel.
Spatio-temporal SEIR model We consider a broad class of spatio-temporal stochas-
tic models exemplified by the SEIR epidemic model with susceptible (S), exposed (E),
infectious (I) and removed (R) compartments. Suppose that we have a spatially dis-
tributed population indexed 1, 2, ..., denote ξS(t), ξE(t), ξI(t) and ξR(t) as the set
of indices for individuals who are in class S, E, I and class R respectively at time t,
and let S(t), E(t), I(t) and R(t) be the respective numbers of individuals in these
classes at time t. Then individual j ∈ ξS(t) becomes exposed during [t, t + dt) with
probability
p(j, t) = {α + β ∑
i∈ξI(t)
K(dij, κ)}dt+ o(dt), (2.2)
where α represents a primary infection rate and β is a contact parameter. The term
K(dij, κ) (parametrized by the kernel parameter κ) characterises the dependence of
the infectious challenge from infective i to j as a function of distance dij and is
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known as the spatial kernel function. Following exposure, the random times spent by
individuals in classes E and I are modelled using a suitable distribution such as a
Gamma or a Weibull distribution (Streftaris and Gibson, 2004b; Valleron et al, 2001;
Anderson, 1988). Specifically, we use a Gamma(µ, σ2) parameterised by the mean, µ,







For the random time x spent in class I we use a Weibull(γ, η) parameterised by the
shape and scale with density function
fI(x; γ, η) = (η/γ)(x/γ)η−1e−(x/γ)
η
. (2.4)
All sojourn times are assumed independent of each other given the model parame-
ters.
As we have discussed in Chapter 1, it can be difficult to specify an adequate spatial
kernel and different spatial kernels can correspond to very distinct assumptions over
the transmission mechanism. Given the flexibility to choose kernel parameters when
fitting models to data two rather different kernels can give apparently decent repre-
sentations of the data, but these they may in fact lead to very different predictions
of the subsequent behaviour of the epidemic (this issue is further discussed in 2.5.3
and demonstrated in Chapter 3). We aim to address this issue of model choices in
Chapter 3.
2.1.2 Sellke thresholds and simulation of an epidemic
Sellke (1983) demonstrated the equivalence of a threshold model and a standard time-
homogeneous Markov process (e.g., Equation 2.1) if the thresholds are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed exponential random variables (with mean
equal to 1). The key assumption in this threshold model is that an individual possesses
a random resistance to infection which is termed as the Sellke threshold. That is, the
individual would only be infected when the infective pressure (see Equation 2.5) from
all infectious individuals reaches the Sellke threshold assigned. Sellke’s construction




The core idea is that, given the history of the population to date, we simulate the next
event time for each individual and locate the earliest event among these simulated
events as the next event of whole epidemic process. The algorithm is explained in
detail in the following paragraphs.
Suppose we have a spatially distributed population with defined locations of the indi-
viduals. For those uninfected, we calculate the additional infectious pressure required
for each of them to get infected at the time that the current event happens. Denote
cj(t) and q′j to be respectively the additional infectious pressure required (at time t)
and the threshold of individual j. We have




where t is the current event time, C is the collection of indices of those having been
infectious that may or may not have recovered. If the exponential threshold is to be
used, the set C might only contain those remaining infectious at time t. ∆ij represents
the length of time for which individual j is exposed to individual i in set C. ∆ij would
be taken as the t− si when individual i has not recovered by time t or ri− si when it
has recovered. Here si and ri are the times of becoming infectious and recovered for
individual i respectively. After calculating the required additional infective pressure
for each susceptible to get infected, the calculation of each of their next event times
(the infection times), Ej, would be as following,
Ej =
cj(t)
α + β∑i∈DK(dij;κ) + t (2.6)
where D is the set of indices of those remaining infectious at time t. Note that we are
assuming no other changes happen before Ej. For those in class E or I, the times of
the next event would be determined by the respective waiting time distribution (e.g.,
a Gamma or a Weibull distribution).
The set of susceptibles and the sets C and D would be updated after each simulated
event. The simulation stops either when all individuals have been infected/recovered,
or the time of the next event exceeds a pre-assigned maximum value of time, or when
other pre-assigned criteria are met.
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2.2 Molecular evolution of pathogens
Knowledge of molecular evolution greatly augments the understanding of epidemic
outbreaks, particularly for epidemics with fast-evolving viruses. For example, the
genome data sequenced from farms have been shown to be invaluable for inferring the
transmission network of foot-and-mouth disease outbreaks (Morelli et al, 2012; Ypma
et al, 2013) which has been difficult to estimate with epidemic data alone. Essential
concepts and models for developing the work in Chapter 4 are given in this section.
The reader is invited to refer to Salemi and Vandamme (2003); Yang (2006) for a
more detailed introduction.
2.2.1 Mutations, DNA and RNA
The genome, where the genetic information of pathogens is encoded, is mostly in
the form of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and sometimes in RNA (ribonucleic acid)
(e.g., bacterial DNA versus RNA viruses). DNA is a double helix which consists of
two strands which carry genetic information. On one side of each strand there is a
chain of nucleotide bases. On the other side of the strand (i.e., the backbone), there
are deoxyribose moieties which are joined by phosphodiester linkages. There are four
types of nucleotide bases, namely adenine (A), guanine (G), thymine (T) and cytosine
(C). The first two types of nucleotide bases are grouped under the category purines
and the last two under pyrimidines. RNA is very similar to DNA molecule but it is
single-stranded, with thymine (T) in DNA being replaced by uracil (U).
Nucleotide mutations refer to the alteration of a nucleotide base by chemical reactions
from mutagens (e.g., pollutants in the environment and UV light) or spontaneous
mutation during the genetic information duplication. Point mutations which do not
result in amino-acid 1 changes are called synonymous mutations (silent mutations) and
those that do are called nonsynonymous mutations. Mutations to nucleotide bases
within the same category are called transitions. Mutations between two categories
are called transversions. Transversions usually have larger impact as they result in
higher degrees of structural change.
2.2.2 Markov process for nucleotide mutations
The evolutionary process of the pathogen is often modelled at the level of nucleotide
substitutions. Here mutations and substitutions are used interchangeably but we
1Simply speaking, each triplet of nucleotide bases (e.g., AUG) represents an amino acid.
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note that this practice may not be appropriate in some contexts. For example, in
a discussion involving fixation events, which refers to the scenarios that the change
of genome resulting from particular mutations becomes fixed in the population, they
have markedly different meanings as not all mutations will lead to fixations (i.e.,
substitutions).
Taking RNA viruses as an example, a continuous-time reversible Markov process
taking state values (i.e., nucleotide bases) from the set ωN = {A,C,G, U} can be
defined as follows. Let µxy be the transition rate between any two states x ∈ ωN
and y ∈ ωN , and also let F(t) = (fA(t), fC(t), fG(t), fU(t))t be the probabilities for a
particular nucleotide position at state A, C, G and U respectively at time t.
A Markovian evolutionary process can be described by the equations


















y:y 6=x µxy is the rate of leaving state x. This process can be condensed
into








−µA µCA µGA µUA
µAC −µC µGC µUC
µAG µCG −µG µUG




The solution to the Equation 2.7 has the form (Yang, 2006)
F(t) = eMtF(0) (2.8)
Thus, we have P(t) = eMt as the transition probabilities matrix with its entry pxy(t)
being the transition probability at state y after evolutionary time t given the initial
state x according to the model specified by the rate matrix M.
2.2.3 Common models
The simplest form of a nucleotide substitution model(Jukes-Cantor model) assumes
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Throughout we consider a Kimura model which allows different rates for transition and
transversion. Let µ1 and µ2 be the rates of transition and transversion respectively.
Under the Kimura model, a nucleotide base x ∈ ωN mutates to a nucleotide base
y ∈ ωN within a time duration 4t with probability




−4µ24t − 0.5e−2(µ1+µ2)4t, for x 6= y and it is a transition,
0.25− 0.25e−4µ24t, for x 6= y and it is a transversion,
(2.10c)
where µ1 and µ2 are the rates of transition and transversion respectively. Note that4t
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is arbitrary and does not have to be small for the equations above to hold. This process
is quite general and not restricted to modelling only RNA virus mutations. More
variants of nucleotide substitution models are explained in detail in Yang (2006).
2.2.4 Complexity of molecular evolution
Whilst Equation 2.10 is a common and mathematically tractable way to model molec-
ular evolution, it is also an abstraction of a much more complex biological world. We
discuss some aspects of molecular evolution for which Equation 2.10 does not ac-
count.
Molecular evolution is driven by both deterministic and stochastic forces, namely
natural selection and genetic drift. If an allele 2 is more fit than other alleles in a par-
ticular environment, it is subject to positive (natural) selection pressure; similarly, it is
subject to negative selection pressure if it is less fit. Deterministic evolution states that
in an infinitely large population any other stochastic fluctuations in genomes, called
genetic drift, do not affect the gene frequencies in the population. Hence, suppose
the environmental factors and fitness of alleles are known, the evolutionary pattern
is entirely predictable. In reality, genetic drift plays an important role in shaping the
evolutionary pattern as the infinite population assumption rarely holds.
The effective population size 3 is the determining factor of the contribution of genetic
drift to the evolution dynamics - i.e., the smaller effective population size, the larger
the effect of genetic drift compared with the effect of natural selection. It is observed
that when the population size varies across a few generations, the generation with
least effective population size has a notable influence on the genetic diversity and
hence the evolution pattern. As synonymous mutations do not alter functions of
genes and are not subject to selection pressure, the effect of genetic drift may also be
investigated by comparing synonymous and nonsynonymous mutation rates. Neutral
theory (Kimura, 1984) suggests that genetic drift is the major force in shaping evo-
lution as the effective population size in general is too small for positive selection to
dominate. Equation 2.10 implicitly assumes a neutral model without accounting for
any selection pressure.
Other underlying assumptions implied by Equation 2.10 may be questioned. For
example, instead of having constant rates for all nucleotide sites, within a genome
there can be several conserved regions (very low mutation rates) and hypervariable
regions (very high mutation rates) (Yang, 1996). This, nevertheless, may be resolved
2An allele is one of the functional variants that can exist in particular positions on genomes.
3The effective size is the size of a randomly mating hypothetical population that has same allele
frequencies as the observed population.
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by introducing additional mutation parameters. Also, the time-reversible (Markov
process) assumption may not be appropriate in some scenarios but non-reversible
models are in general computationally difficult (Yang, 1994).
2.3 Bayesian inference
Having presented some common models for describing the epidemic and evolution-
ary processes, it is important, given observed data, to pursue statistical inference
to make probability statements about the model parameters which are generally un-
known.
From a Bayesian perspective, inference of the model parameter θ is entirely carried
out on the posterior distribution of θ given the data y. Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior
distribution can be written as
pi(θ|y) ∝ L(θ; y)pi(θ) (2.11)
where L(θ; y) is the likelihood function and pi(θ) is the prior distribution of θ.
During epidemic outbreaks, data y typically represents only partial observations of the
epidemic process which presents a challenging censoring issue. For example, the time
of infection of an infected host is generally unavailable but also an essential component
of the transmission dynamics − in many scenarios only the times of removal or the
snapshots of infected sites are available (Ster et al, 2009; Lau et al, 2014b). It is now
standard practice to conduct Bayesian inference of partially observed epidemics using
the process of data augmentation supported by computational techniques such as
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (Neal and Roberts, 2004; Streftaris and Gibson,
2004b; Cook et al, 2007b; Gibson and Renshaw, 1998; O’Neill and Roberts, 1999).
The details of these Bayesian techniques are given in this section following a discussion
justifying the use of Bayesian over classical (frequentist) inference.
2.3.1 Why Bayesian?
The fundamental difference between Bayesian and classical inference is in their philo-
sophical interpretations of the model parameter θ. In Bayesian inference θ is a random
variable but in classical inference theory θ is an unknown fixed quantity.
A key result arising from this distinction in fundamental philosophy is that it makes
sense only in Bayesian inference to talk about the prior distribution and posterior
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distribution of θ which allows us to assign probabilities to θ taking values in a subset
of the parameter space. For example 4, given observed data y, in Bayesian inference
the quantity P (θ < 0.5|y) is a natural response to the question whether θ is less
than 0.5. In contrast, classical inference requires to carry out a classical hypothesis
testing at a certain significance level, say, 5%, to decide whether or not to reject the
hypothesis in the question. However, the response from classical inference is much
less meaningful as it assigns no probability (and uncertainty) to θ. It only says that
if θ < 0.5 the chance that the observed value of a certain test statistic t(y) lies in a
critical region is less than or equal to 5% - it is a probability statement about the data
y instead of θ. The inability to make probability statements that apply directly to
model parameters is a major limitation of classical inference. Yet from the practical
perspective of modellers, it is often more important to be able to make probability
statements about model parameters.
Bayesian inference theory is a coherent framework where the posterior distribution
is derived purely with probability operations by combining the likelihood and the
prior distribution. Classical inference on the other hand only utilises the likelihood
and therefore lacks the machinery in Bayesian inference that can naturally combine
the information on θ provided by the data (i.e., the likelihood) with the prior belief
of θ from modellers (i.e., the prior distribution). With this machinery modellers
may incorporate prior knowledge about some model parameters obtained from prior
studies, which often facilitates the inference as the resolution of the data may not be
sufficient to estimate these parameters.
Bayesian inference is also more favourable axiomatically. The likelihood principle
requires that any inference should depend only on observed outcomes. However, many
classical inference procedures (e.g., construction of confidence intervals, definition of
consistency and measures of biasedness) rely on outcomes from the long-run behaviour
of hypothetical repeated samplings. In contrast, Bayesian inference always conforms
to this principle as the entire inference is based on the posterior distribution which
depends on the data only through the likelihood function.
Interested readers are referred to O’Hagan et al (2004) for more in-depth discus-
sion.
2.3.2 Noninformative prior
Although Bayesian framework provides the opportunity to make use of different
sources of information in addition to the data, a main criticism against Bayesian
4An example in O’Hagan et al (2004).
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inference is that the specification of the prior distribution can be subjective. A po-
tential remedy is to use the so-called noninformative priors, although the meaning of
noninformative can be vague, as we will see in the following discussion.
Flat prior
An obvious choice is to assign a flat (uniform) prior for θ. This approach, however, is
not invariant to ways of parameterising θ. For example, let θ be the success probability
of the Bernoulli distribution, we may specify a flat prior U(0, 1) for θ. Suppose
we apply the transformation h(θ) = log( θ1−θ ), the prior of h(θ) is apparently not a
uniform distribution but becomes an informative prior (see Figure 2.1). As a result,
two different parameterisations may lead to different posterior distributions given the
same data.












Figure 2.1: The density function of h(θ) = eh(θ)1+eh(θ) where θ ∼ U(0, 1).
Jeffreys prior and reference prior
Jeffreys (1946) developed an approach to specify a prior that is invariant under repa-
rameterisation. It is defined as
pi(θ) ∝ I(θ)1/2 (2.12)
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where y is the data. Note that although a Jeffreys prior is considered to be noninforma-
tive, it is not necessarily flat on the parameter space, which can be counter-intuitive.
For example, the Jeffreys prior for the success parameter in Binomial distribution is
a Beta(1/2, 1/2) distribution with much mass concentrated at two extremes of the
interval (0, 1). Although Jeffrey prior becomes flat when the Fisher information is
constant according to Equation 2.12, the sense of Jeffreys prior being noninformative
in general may become clearer after introducing reference prior. Roughly speaking,
reference prior, proposed by Bernardo (1979) and followed by further development
in Berger and Bernardo (1992), is a function that maximises the divergence between
the posterior and prior given the data. By maximising the divergence, the data are
then allowed to have the maximum effect on the posterior - this is the reason that the
development of reference prior has been credited as a milestone of objective Bayesian
inference. A common choice of divergence measure is the Kullback-Leibler (K-L)
measure (Kullback, 1987) defined as
∫
pi(θ|T = t)logpi(θ|T = t)
pi(θ) dθ (2.14)
where T is a sufficient statistic. Choosing a reference prior involves maximising the
expectation over the distribution of T .
It can be shown that, for one-dimensional model parameter space, a reference prior
is equivalent to a Jeffreys prior (Bernardo, 2005), which provides an intuition for the
noninformative nature of Jeffreys prior. More intuition may be provided from the
definition of the Fisher information − as Fisher information is the expected value of
observed information, a prior derived from that may then be more data-driven and
more objective.
Although flat priors suffer from the non-invariant property, they are commonly used
in epidemic modelling when there is no strong prior information regarding model
parameters (Cook et al, 2008; Kleczkowski and Gilligan, 2007). A main reason is that
likelihood functions for disease dynamic models are generally not tractable and not
differentiable which are required for deriving a Jeffrey or reference prior. The issue of
intractable likelihood actually leads to the discussion in next subsection.
5Formally log(L(θ; y) should be written as log(P (y|θ)) to reflect that y, instead of θ, is the random
variable in this context.
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2.3.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
For a Bayesian, the whole spectrum of likelihood values on the parameter space is
important for obtaining a complete picture of the posterior distribution. However,
as we mentioned, likelihood functions for describing epidemic processes are generally
not tractable. Fortunately, with the widespread availability of powerful computers, we
can exploit a powerful but computationally intensive technique, called Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC), which can be used to simulate samples from the targeted
posterior distribution. This technique is utilised in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Markov chain
A Markov chain is a discrete time stochastic process {θ0, θ1, · · · } where the next-
time-step state θt+1 at time t + 1 is sampled with a transition probability (kernel)
P (θt+1 ∈ Θ|θt) conditional on the current state θt at time t, with Θ being the param-
eter space. The important implication is that, given the current state θt, the state
θt+1 is independent of the earlier history {θ0, θ1, · · · θt−1}.
Suppose the chain starts at state θ0. Assuming regularity conditions (see later for
more details) are satisfied, the distribution of θt will eventually converge to a sta-
tionary distribution. This property can be used to develop computational tools to
implement Bayesian inference by constructing the Markov chain in such a way that
the stationary distribution is the posterior distribution pi(θ|y) of interest. Fortunately
it turns out that is relatively straightforward if the posterior can be calculated up to
a constant of proportionality (which is the case for most models of interest). Once
the Markov chain has converged each iteration provides a sample from the posterior.
Note that, although the chain is guaranteed to converge, there is no gold-standard
rule to determine whether convergence has actually been achieved given a number of
time steps. A common practice is to discard a sufficient number of initial samples
(i.e., burn-in) and assess the convergence by visual inspection.
There are three regularity conditions to be satisfied to guarantee the convergence to
the stationary distribution. The first condition requires the chain to be irreducible.
That is, regardless of starting states, the chain must have positive probability of
reaching any non-empty subset of Θ. Intuitively, this ensures that the parameter
space can be thoroughly explored. The chain also needs to be aperiodic, which avoids
the chain oscillating periodically between different states (Roberts, 1996). Lastly, the
chain needs to be positive recurrent which requires that, in discrete state-spaces, the
expected time to the first return to a state is finite. 6.




Despite the seemingly strict regularity requirements, it turns out the construction of a
Markov chain with a stationary distribution is surprisingly easy with the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm (Chib and Greenberg, 1995; Metropolis et al, 1953; Hastings,
1970). While key ideas of M-H algorithm are given in this section, interested readers
are referred to an excellent textbook by Gilks (2005) which collects a good range of
literature on this topic for more detailed discussion.
The M-H algorithm uses a transition kernel
P (θt+1|θt) = q(θt+1|θt)× α(θt, θt+1) (2.15)
where q(θt+1|θt) is the (conditional) proposal distribution from θt to θt+1, and α(θt, θt+1)
is the acceptance probability of this particular move, defined as follows:






It is straightforward to implement M-H algorithm: propose a next-step candidate θ′
conditional on θt from q(θ′|θt) ; let θt+1 = θ′ with probability α(θt, θ′), otherwise θt+1 =
θt. Note that this algorithm can be easily extended to multiple-parameter problems by
updating the model parameters sequentially (i.e., conditioning on the current states
of other model parameters when updating one particular parameter).
It can be easily shown that
pi(θt|y)q(θt+1|θt)α(θt, θt+1) = pi(θt+1|y)q(θt|θt+1)α(θt+1, θt), (2.17)
which then leads us to the detailed balance equation
pi(θt|y)P (θt+1|θt) = pi(θt+1|y)P (θt|θt+1). (2.18)
Integrating both sides of Equation 2.18 with respect to θt, we obtain∫
pi(θt|y)P (θt+1|θt)dθt = pi(θt+1|y) (2.19)
which implies that if θt is from the stationary distribution pi(·|y), θt+1 is also from
pi(·|y). This actually fulfils the requirement of positive recurrence.
Proposal distribution In theory a proposal distribution can be of any form and
the stationary distribution is invariant to that. However, in practice a good choice of
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a proposal distribution is important, and it can be challenging for high-dimensional
problems, for the rate of convergence and mixing of the chain (i.e., the frequency
the chain moves around the mode of the stationary distribution). For example, in
simplest cases, symmetric proposals such that q(θt+1|θt) = q(θt|θt+1) can be used 7.
In high-dimensional problems such as joint inference of epidemic and evolutionary
process, the design of the proposal distribution requires much experimentation and
creativity. In fact, a key innovation in Chapter 4 is to devise an efficient proposal for
unobserved pathogen sequences circulating in the population.
Gibbs sampling θt+1 may be sampled directly from its marginal distribution con-
ditional on other model parameters, if it is known. This is called a Gibbs sampling
(Casella and George, 1992) which is a special case of M-H algorithm where a move
is always accepted. However, as for dynamic epidemic models, marginal conditional
distributions of model parameters are in general not available analytically. O’Neill
and Roberts (1999) demonstrate the use of Gibbs sampler in fitting the so-called
Reed-Frost model which describe the spread of epidemics in a closed population in a
discrete time frame (see also Bailey et al (1975)).
Other sampling methods Other sampling methods aiming at drawing samples
from the posterior distribution are also available. Common non-Markov methods
such as rejection sampling and importance sampling, requiring the identification of an
envelope function or importance function which has a close relationship with the pos-
terior distribution, can be difficult to implement in the context of epidemic models.
Particle filtering8 (Gordon et al, 1993) is another powerful tool becoming more pop-
ular as it offers the possibility of executing parallelised computer programs in which
each particle can be generated independently, in contrast to MCMC where samples
are dependent. Hybrid approaches that combine particle filtering and MCMC are
recently developed (Andrieu et al, 2010) in which MCMC is conducted on parameter
space and particle filtering is used to handle the nuisance parameters. Despite its
great potential in improving the run-time of analysis and increasing popularity in
epidemic modelling (Je´gat et al, 2008; Ong et al, 2010; Skvortsov and Ristic, 2012),
it still requires further developments particularly in high-dimensional problems. For
example, it can be difficult to choose the number of particles and to have efficient
moves of the particles in a high-dimensional space. Also, particle filtering tends to
focus standard model parameters and is less concerned with augmented data such as
infection events which are of key interest in epidemic modelling. Another approach
7This is commonly achieved by performing random-walk on the current state of the chain. For
example, propose θt+1 = θt +N(0, 1).
8It can be considered as a recursive version of importance sampling.
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called Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) (Tavare´ et al, 1997; Diggle and
Gratton, 1984) is gaining popularity in epidemiological and ecological studies (Neal,
2012; Beaumont, 2010; Tanaka et al, 2006), mainly due to its extreme simplicity. It is
a likelihood-free approach, which samples parameters from the priors , simulates data
from the model with these parameters and compares them with observed data − if
the simulated data are too different from the observed data (difference is measured
by a pre-defined discrepancy measure), the sampled model parameters are discarded
and other retained samples will form the posterior distribution. However, the choice
of the discrepancy measure can be subjective and the estimation can be inaccurate
by simply comparing the observed data from a complicated dynamic system (see also
section 2.5.3).
2.4 Partially observed epidemic process and data
augmentation
Inference of an epidemic process is typically hindered by its partially-observed nature.
Data augmentation techniques treat the unobserved data (e.g., the transition times
between model compartments) as additional parameters and pursue the imputations
of these quantities. In a simpler scenario where the number of transitions (e.g., number
of exposed individuals) is known, the transition times may be sampled in the same
manner as we discussed in previous sections. However, the sampling of the transition
times is more complicated when the number of transitions is unknown. For instance,
a typical unobserved component is the number of transitions to class E (i.e., the
number of exposures). To handle this, a standard M-H algorithm described above
is not sufficient as now the problem involves changes of the model dimension. A
modified M-H algorithm, the reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC)
proposed by Green (1995) is required.
RJMCMC can be considered as a generalisation of M-H which can handle jumps
between two models with different dimensions. Consider the simplest case where we
want to add one transition to class E (i.e., adding one exposure) − for simplicity,
we may denote this jump as θ → (θ1, θ2) in which the proposed jump increases the
model dimension by one. RJMCMC requires the “balance” of model dimension by
generating one random variable u from a known density function Q(u). (θ, u) is then
mapped to (θ1, θ2) through a deterministic and invertible function h. The required
proposal probability ratio q{(θ,u)|(θ1,θ2)}
q{(θ1,θ2)|(θ,u)} is generally straightforward to compute. In
addition, we need to compute a Jacobian term which accounts for the transformation













The exact value of the Jacobian depends on the choice of h. The reversed jump (i.e.,
deleting an exposure) is similar by utilising the inverse function of h.
Gibson and Renshaw (1998) demonstrated the use of this algorithm for partially ob-
served epidemics in the setting of SEIR models. For example, they allow a susceptible
site moves to the set of exposed sites (i.e., a move from class S to class E) using the
following algorithm:
(a) Randomly choose a site from the set of susceptibles ξU and move it to the set of
exposed ξE. Uniformly draw an exposure time E
′ between (0, tmax) for this newly
added exposure, where tmax is the upper bound of the exposure time.
(b) Denote nu and nE as the number of sites in current sets ξU and ξE respectively.






where z′ denotes the data with the changed sets of susceptibles and exposed
and with the current exposure time E replaced by E ′ . The second term of the
acceptance probability is the proposal probability ratio and we have assumed that
a reversed jump (i.e., deletion of an exposure) has an equal probability as this
addition operation. The Jacobian equals 1 in this case.
More detailed description of reversible jump algorithms to epidemic models are given
in later chapters.
We have so far presented basic ideas for some common models and statistical methods
being used in epidemic modelling. These techniques are also required to develop and
demonstrate the work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In the next section, before we intro-
duce the novel model assessment framework in the next chapter, we give an overview
of the main Bayesian model selection techniques and highlight their limitations due
to their complexity and sensitivity for epidemiological model assessments.
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2.5 Bayesian model selection techniques
2.5.1 Bayes factor
A natural choice for model comparison is the Bayes factor invented by Jeffreys (1935,
1961) which formulates the model comparison problem into a hypothesis testing frame-
work which indicates the posterior odds of the null model against the alternative




is essentially the ratio of the marginal likelihoods with observed data D under two
competing modelsM1 andM2, which provides a natural summary of evidence provided
by the data in favor of M1 against M2. However, the implementation of the Bayes




where θi is the model parameter under Mi. This integral is often intractable and
can not be evaluated analytically (true for most epidemic models). Various methods
for computing the Bayes factor have been proposed, including numerical evaluations,
asymptotic approximation and approximation relying on simulating from the posterior
(Kass and Raftery, 1995; Han and Carlin, 2001; Chib and Greenberg, 1995). Never-
theless, these methods are either prohibitive in terms of implementation or requiring
approximations which might not be valid generally. Another issue is that the Bayes
factor is known to be sensitive to the prior of the model parameter (i.e., pi(θi|Mi) in
Equation (2.23)), so one may draw a different conclusion regarding the model choice
should different priors be adopted (Kass and Raftery, 1995). The computation of
Bayes factor can be even more complicated when in the presence of unobserved data
(Kass and Raftery, 1995), which is also often the case in epidemic modelling. On the
other hand, a theoretically restrictive issue is the disagreement between the classi-
cal p-value and Bayes factor (i.e., they often draw conflicting conclusions in whether
to accept the null) − an illustrative example of this conflict was given by Stone
(1997).
2.5.2 Deviance Information Criterion (DIC)
Information theoretic approaches have also been considered. Examples include Laud
and Ibrahim (1995), Gelfand and Ghosh (1998) and Spiegelhalter et al (2002). A pop-
ular approach, named Deviance Information Criterion (DIC ), developed by Spiegel-
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halter et al (2002) was claimed to be more applicable in comparing model adequacy
of complex hierarchical models, for it reflected the complexity of a hierarchical model
more genuinely.
The definition of DIC is based on a deviance D(θ) = −2logf(x|θ) + 2logh(x), where
h(x) is a standardising term which is a function of data x. For model comparison,
h(x) is set to be 1 and we therefore have
D(θ) = −2logf(x|θ) (2.24)
DIC (Spiegelhalter et al, 2002) is defined as follows:
DIC = D(θ) + pD. (2.25)
D(θ) = Eθ[log(f(x|θ)|x] is called posterior mean deviance which is regarded as the
Bayesian measure of fit. pD = D(θ) − D(θˆ) is called the effective dimension of the
model (where θˆ is an estimate of the model parameter such as the posterior mean).
The idea is that an over-fitted model with high dimension would be penalised by pD.
A smaller DIC corresponds to a better fit.
This approach relies on asymptotic approximations which are not necessarily statis-
tically consistent with the underlying transmission mechanisms of epidemic models.
More importantly, DIC is known to be problematic when applied to processes that
are only partially observed as its definition becomes ambiguous (Celeux et al, 2006),
as in the case of most real-world systems. As noted in Celeux et al (2006), missing
data models can have many alternative representations of the DIC depending on the
chosen representation for the missing data structure − particularly it depends on
whether or not (or which) missing variables are identified as parameters in defining
the model dimension and pD. There are two main categories of DIC in the context
of missing data models, namely the complete DICs and the conditional DICs, and
among each category there are also variations. Denoting y and z and θ as observed
and unobserved data and the parameter vector respectively, complete DICs consider
the complete likelihood f(y, z|θ) and have a general form
DIC(y, z) = −4Eθ[log(f(y, z|θ)|y, z] + 2log(f(y, z|Eθ[θ|y, z]). (2.26)
The second category, conditional DICs, uses a different inferential focus and consider
z as an additional parameter − instead of using the complete likelihood, it considers
the conditional likelihood f(y|θ, z). Among each category the definition varies by
relocating the position of the log and of the expectations. For example, in the category
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of complete DICs, we can define
DIC4 = −4Eθ,z[log(f(y, z|θ)|y] + 2Ez[log(f(y, z|Eθ[θ|y, z])|y]. (2.27)
A variation is to replace the second term in Equation 2.27 by taking out the expec-
tation and replace z and θ by some estimates (which are open to variations as well),
which leads to
DIC5 = −4Eθ,z[log(f(y, z|θ)|y] + 2log(f(y, zˆ|θˆ)). (2.28)
The numbering of the versions of DICs refers to Celeux et al (2006). The performance
of DIC at measuring model fit is explored in Chapter 3.
2.5.3 Posterior predictive checks
Denoting y˜ and y as the predicted (observable) process and the actual observed





where pi(θ|y) is the posterior distribution of model parameters vector θ .
Rubin (1984) uses the posterior predictive distribution of a statistic to calculate the
tail-area probability regarding to the observed value of the statistic. It is named as
posterior predictive p-value and extended in Meng (1994). Conventional posterior
predictive checking, which has roots in these papers, provides a common technique
for epidemic models comparison (Cook et al, 2007b; Gibson et al, 2006). They com-
pute summary statistics of the observed process simulated from competing models
(with model parameters simulated from the posterior). This approach is relatively
straightforward to implement and its results are very interpretable. However, it is
in general difficult to identify sensitive summary statistics. Also, the main limita-
tion of this approach is that these summary statistics only utilise the observed data,
which may only reflect the averaging behaviour of models (this is demonstrated in
Chapter 3).
Instead of relying on these ad-hoc summary statistics, in Chapter 3 we propose an
innovative approach that first represents exactly the assumed epidemic process with
residual processes that have a known distribution and independent of model assump-
tions. Subsequently, the posterior samples of these residual processes are imputed
and they are tested against their theoretical distribution, from which we obtain a set
of p-values as indications of model fits. We compare conventional posterior predictive
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checks with our approach in Chapter 3.
Other approaches exist. For example, there have been efforts to address the conflict
between classical and Bayesian hypothesis testing. Dempster (1974, 1997) proposed
a likelihood ratio test using posterior distributions, and the method was extended
by Aitkin (1997) and Aitkin et al (2005). However, they are dedicated to point null
hypotheses, which render them too restrictive for general model selection problems




A novel model assessment
framework for spatio-temporal
models in epidemiology and
ecology
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the introduction in Chapter 1, the predicted dynamics of dynamic
spatio-temporal systems can be extremely sensitive to the choice of model, with con-
sequent implications for the design of control strategies (Ster et al, 2009; Ferguson
et al, 2001), but as yet there is a lack of effective model assessment tools described
in the literature. At first glance Bayesian model selection techniques appear to be
appealing. However, as discussed in 2.5, they suffer from key limitations due to their
complexity and sensitivity for epidemiological model assessment.
Here we develop a novel approach for diagnosing mis-specifications of a general spatio-
temporal transmission model by embedding classical ideas within a Bayesian analysis.
Specifically, by proposing suitably designed non-centered parameterisation schemes,
we construct latent residuals whose sampling properties are known given the model
specification and which can be used to measure overall fit and to elicit evidence of
the nature of mis-specifications of spatial and temporal processes included in the
model. This model assessment approach can readily be implemented as an adden-
dum to standard estimation algorithms for sampling from the posterior distributions
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo. The proposed methodology is first tested using
simulated data and subsequently applied to data describing the spread of Heracleum
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mantegazzianum (giant hogweed) across Great Britain over a thirty-year period. The
proposed methods are compared with alternative techniques including posterior pre-
dictive checking and the DIC. Results show that the proposed diagnostic tools are
effective in assessing competing stochastic spatio-temporal transmission models and
may offer improvements in power to detect model mis-specifications. Moreover, the
latent-residual framework introduced here extends readily to a broad range of ecolog-
ical and epidemiological models. We also extend the testing framework by developing
a sequential procedure of the latent-residuals test. Results show that this sequential
procedure, in contrast to the non-sequential approach, may exhibit higher sensitivity
in scenarios when the observations in the early stage of the epidemic encapsulate more
information on the transmission dynamics. Some of the results in this chapter are
reported in Lau et al (2014b).
In this chapter we address the gap in available methodology by pursuing the following
objectives:
• to innovate a statistically sound framework for assessing stochastic spatio-temporal
models, which can be readily implemented as an addendum to a Bayesian anal-
ysis and which avoids the sensitivity and complexity of Bayesian model assess-
ment;
• to illustrate how the approach can be targeted to assess particular aspects of a
spatio-temporal stochastic model, here principally the choice of spatial kernel;
• to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach using simulated data and to ap-
ply it to an ecological dataset describing the spread of an alien species through-
out Great Britain.
The approach adopted (see Section 3.2) involves representing stochastic spatio-temporal
models using appropriately designed non-centered parameterisation schemes
(Papaspiliopoulos et al, 2007), from which latent residual processes can be defined.
The assessment of fit of a model to a given data set, is then achieved in the Bayesian
framework by imputing these residuals, and testing them for compliance with their
(known) sampling model using classical tests. The approach has its roots in the
framework proposed in Meng (1994), and extended in Streftaris and Gibson (2004a)
and Gibson et al (2006). The key innovation in this work is to design the resid-
ual processes so that the resulting tests are sensitive to mis-specification of specific
aspects of the model under consideration. In particular, we formulate tests for de-
tecting mis-specification of the spatial transmission kernel as this aspect typically has
major implications for control strategies, for example based on culling or removal of
susceptibles in the neighbourhood of infected individuals.
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3.2 Model and Methods
3.2.1 Spatio-temporal stochastic model
We consider a broad class of spatio-temporal stochastic models that we have dis-
cussed in 2.1. To facilitate reading of this chapter, here we recap some of the details.
Throughout this chapter, we consider spatial SEIR epidemic model with susceptible
(S), exposed (E), infectious (I) and removed (R) compartments. Suppose that we have
a spatially distributed population indexed 1, 2, ..., denote ξS(t), ξE(t), ξI(t) and ξR(t)
as the set of indices for individuals who are in class S, E, I and class R respectively at
time t, and let S(t), E(t), I(t) and R(t) be the respective numbers of individuals in
these classes at time t. Then individual j ∈ ξS(t) becomes exposed during [t, t + dt)
with probability
p(j, t) = {α + β ∑
i∈ξI(t)
K(dij, κ)}dt+ o(dt), (3.1)
where α represents a primary infection rate and β is a contact parameter. We use a
Gamma(µ, σ2) parameterised by the mean, µ, and variance, σ2, for the random time
x spent in class E. For the random time x spent in class I we use a Weibull(γ, η)
parameterised by the shape and scale. All sojourn times are assumed independent of
each other given the model parameters.
3.2.2 Latent residuals
Let Z denote the complete set of data (that is the time, nature and affected individual
for all transitions between states) describing an epidemic generated randomly from
the above model parametrised by θ. Then, as long as the sampling properties of the
stochastic model described by Equation (3.1) are preserved, we can consider Z to
be generated in non-unique ways. In particular, we consider Z as a deterministic
function hθ(·) of a random vector r˜ where the components of the latter are generated
as a random sample from a Uniform(0, 1) distribution. That is
Z = hθ(r˜). (3.2)
This representation is essentially a functional model in the sense of Dawid and Stone
(1982), and is an illustration of the concept of generalised residuals proposed in Cox
and Snell (1968) (see Figure 3.1 for a schematic illustration). Note that the selection
of a residual process r˜ and a function hθ(·) which together specify the model given by
Equation (3.1) can be effected in a multiplicity of ways. In the following sections we
consider how this selection may be done in order to facilitate the design of statistical
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tests based on r˜ that can be sensitive to mis-specification of particular aspects of the
model.
Figure 3.1: A graphical comparison between the centered and the non-centered pa-
rameterisation. (a) The centered parameterisation; (b) The non-centered parameter-
isation/ functional model representation.
The particular construction we exploit involves a process r˜ that can be partitioned
into four independent random samples from Uniform(0, 1) and expressed as r˜ =
(r˜1, r˜2, r˜3, r˜4) where each r˜j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, is a vector which determines events relating
to a different aspect of the process. The process r˜1 = (r11, r12, ...) defines a set of
population-level thresholds from which the time of each subsequent exposure can be
determined by considering the integrated infectious challenge. For the kth exposure
(ordered temporally), r3k and r4k specify the quantile of the random sojourn times
in class E and I respectively. The residuals r˜2 determine the particular infectious
contacts that generate each exposure. We now describe concisely how the epidemic
process can be constructed through the residuals r˜1, r˜2 and r˜3. A full description of
the residuals can be found later (Section 3.3).
Exposure Time Residuals (ETR)
We refer to the residuals r˜1 as Exposure Time Residuals (ETR). Starting from the (k−
1)th exposure event, we define the accumulated infectious challenge in the population
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i∈ξI(y)
K(dij, κ)}dy
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Infection-Link Residuals (ILR)
We refer to the residuals r˜2 as Infection-Link Residuals (ILR). Given that the kth
exposure event occurs during (tk, tk + dt), and given the other transitions that have
occurred prior to tk, the probability that the respective contact is between susceptible
j ∈ ξS(tk) and infective i ∈ ξI(tk), is given by
pij ∝ βK(dij, κ). (3.4)
Note that the primary infection process can be accommodated by adding a notional
and permanently infectious individual which presents a challenge α to every suscepti-
ble. To generate the particular infection-link from the residual, r2k, we arrange the pij
in the ascending order p(1), . . . , p(m) where m = S(tk)(I(tk)+1) is the total number of









so that individual j becomes exposed due to contact with individual i, and pij = p(s′).
The inclusion of the ordering operation in this process is motivated by our aim of
designing tests that may be sensitive to mis-specification of the spatial kernel function
in the model Equation (3.1). Suppose that the modelled kernel function deviates from
reality in a systematic way − for example by declining too rapidly, or too slowly with
distance. Then a heuristic argument (see later in Section 3.4.1) suggests that we
may see a correspondingly systematic deviation from the U(0, 1) distribution when
the residuals r˜2 are imputed from observations, with a concentration, or scarcity of
residuals at the extremes, so that model mis-specification may be readily detected
using standard tests of the fit of the imputed r˜2 to the uniform distribution.
Latent Time Residuals (LTR)
We refer to the residuals r˜3 as Latent Time Residuals (LTR). For the kth exposure,





1− F (y)dy, (3.6)
where f(y) and F (y) are to the density and cumulative distribution function of
the latent period respectively. The time of becoming infectious is then determined
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t | 1− e−Q(t) > r3k
}
. (3.7)
Note that 1−e−Q(t) equivalently gives the quantile of the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the latent period and hence the time becoming infectious can be computed by
using usual inversion of the cumulative distribution function (see also Section 3.3.3).
We remark that the time of recovery can be determined similarly by utilizing r4k and
an appropriate sojourn time distribution in class I.
3.3 Reconstructing the epidemic using the residual
process
In this section, we provide the theoretical justification for the use of latent residuals
in reconstructing the epidemic process. As we shall see, three independent random
draws of U(0, 1) variates are involved in constructing three different aspects of the
epidemic process.
3.3.1 Transition probabilities
We first formulate the targeted transition probabilities that our reconstruction scheme
with the residual process should aim at. A transition event from S to E (i.e., an infec-
tion event) in time interval (t, t+dt) is characterised by the following probability,








The transition of an exposed individual j from class E to class I in the time interval
(t, t+ dt) is governed by the following probability,
P (j ∈ ξI(t+ dt)|j ∈ ξE(t)) = hT (t)dt+ o(dt), (3.9)
where hT (·) is the hazard rate function corresponding to the waiting time T from
class E to class I. The transition form class I to class R should follow an analogous
form given a waiting time distribution between these two classes.
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3.3.2 Sellke thresholds, construction of the exposure times
and the infection links
As discussed in 2.1.2, Sellke (1983) demonstrated the equivalence of a threshold model
and a standard time-homogeneous Markov process if the thresholds are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed exponential random variables with mean
equal to 1. The key assumption in this threshold model is that an individual possesses
a random resistance to infection which is termed as the Sellke threshold. That is, the
individual would only be infected when the infective pressure (see Equation 2.5) from
the infectious reaches the Sellke threshold assigned. Sellke’s construction requires a
threshold to be assigned to each individual in the population, and therefore censoring
of the threshold of a non-exposed individual is necessary (Gibson et al, 2006).
To avoid the censoring issue in using Sellke thresholds, to minimise the number of
residuals that must be imputed in practice, and to allow for the construction of a test
specifically for testing the fit of the spatial kernel, we consider a construction by defin-
ing a population-level threshold for an infection event (in contrast to the individual-
level threshold in the Sellke construction) and explicitly construct the infection links
within the competing-risk framework (i.e., a failure event could only occur in one
and only one of the possible ways to fail). We first define the accumulated infectious






{α + β ∑
i∈ξI(y)
K(dij, κ)}dy. (3.10)
Also define the threshold r1k (i.e., ETR) for the kth infection event as
r1k ∼ Exp(1).
Note that r1k can be transformed to U(0, 1) by the cumulative distribution function
of the exponential distribution. It is also noted that the threshold we defined is on the
population-level (i.e., aggregating all infective challenges in the population) instead of
assigning an individual threshold for each susceptible in the population. Lastly we let
hG(·) be the hazard function of the random threshold r1k. We then prove the mecha-
nism defined below is equivalent to the mechanism specified by equation (3.8).
Proposition 3.3.1 A threshold model, which states that the kth infection event would
occur at time t, where t ≥ tk−1 and t0 = 0, only if Ak−1(t) ≥ r1k (i.e., t =
inf { t′ | Ak−1(t′) > r1k}), is equivalent to the mechanism specified by equation (3.8).
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Proof Denoting Ft as the history of the change of infectiousness before time t, the
probability of having the kth infection event at time interval (t, t+dt), where t ≥ tk−1,
from the threshold model defined in proposition 3.3.1 is given by the following,
P (Ak−1(t) ≤ r1k ≤ Ak−1(t) + dAk−1(t)|r1k > Ak−1(t), tk−1,Ft)
= hG(Ak−1(t))dAk−1(t) + o(dAk−1(t))
= dAk−1(t) + o(dt) (∵ hG(·) = 1)




{α + β ∑
i∈ξI(t)
K(dij, κ)}dt+ o(dt).
The second last equality holds as
Ak−1(t) = G(t)−G(tk−1).
Further, conditional on the occurrence of the kth infection event at time tk, we can
construct the corresponding infection link within the competing-risk framework. We
first denote pij as the probability of individual i infecting individual j where i ∈ ξI(tk)
and j ∈ ξS(tk). By noting that eij = zijdt, where zij = α when considering the primary
infection and zij = βK(dij) for i ∈ ξI(tk) and j ∈ ξS(tk), it can be readily seen that the
total probability of having this infection event is in fact the sum of all eij and this sum
is the same as the transmission probability in equation (3.8). Hence the equivalence
is not altered in constructing the infection link corresponding to this infection event.
The actual infection link is then determined by a random draw from U(0, 1) and the
values of zij: we first sort all the e′ij = zij/
∑
i,j zij in ascending order and denote them
as e′(1), . . . , e′(m) where m is the total number of the possible links; we then draw a
random number, r2k, from U(0, 1) (i.e., the ILR), if r2k ∈ (∑n−1j e′(j),∑nj e′(j)) nth link
is realised as the actual infection link.
3.3.3 Construction of the sojourn time
We now propose a threshold model for the construction of the sojourn time in class
E (i.e., the latent period) and prove its equivalence with the mechanism defined in
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equation (3.9). Define the threshold r3k (i.e., LTR) such that
r3k ∼ Exp(1).
Similarly, r3k can be transformed to U(0, 1) by the cumulative distribution function
of the exponential distribution. Finally define hQ(·) to be the hazard function of the
(random) threshold r3k.
Proposition 3.3.2 A threshold model, which states that the transition of an exposed
individual k from class E to class I would occur at time t only if Q(t) ≥ r3k (i.e.
t = inf { t′ | Q(t′) ≥ r3k}), is equivalent to the mechanism specified by equation (3.9).
Proof The transition probability from class E to class I during time interval (t, t+dt)
from the threshold model defined in proposition 3.3.2 is given by the following,
P (Q(t) < r3k ≤ Q(t) + dQ(t)|k ∈ ξE(t), r3k > Q(t))
= hQ(Q(t))dQ(t) + o(dQ(t))
= dQ(t) + o(dt) (∵ hQ(·) = 1)
= hT (t)dt+ o(dt)
Denote FQ(·) and FT (·) as the cumulative distribution functions for the threshold and
for the sojourn time in class E respectively. It should be noted that FT (t) = FQ(Q(t))
where FQ(Q(t)) ∼ U(0, 1). Therefore, the sojourn time can be obtained by computing
F−1T (r′) where r′ ∼ U(0, 1).
It can be readily seen that this approach can be extended to transition between two
classes in which the forms of sojourn time distributions are explicit (e.g., sojourn time
in class I).
3.3.4 Detailed algorithm for simulating epidemics utilizing
the residual process
We give the detailed algorithm for simulating the exposure times and infection links
by utilizing the residual process. A realisation of an infection/exposure event can be
summarised into two major steps − first the time of next infection is determined;
then according to the probabilities e′ij at a particular time of infection event, one of
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infection links will be realised. The details of the realisation process of the epidemic
can be performed in the following way:
1. Given the (k − 1)th infection event, realise kth infection event as follows.
2. Draw a threshold g′k, from Exp(1).
3. Given Ft for any t > tk−1, compute tk, the time of kth infection event, by solving






{α + β ∑
i∈ξI(t)
K(dij)}dt.
4. Consider the system at time tk, compute the normalised probabilities e′ij ac-





5. Sort all e′ij in an ascending order; sub-divide the interval [0,1] into sub-intervals
whose widths are equal to the sorted elements and the ranks are preserved; also,
record the rank for each link in the sorting.
6. Draw a random number rk from U(0, 1).
7. If rk lies in mth interval, mth infection link is realised.
8. Simulate the next infection event by repeating the above steps; continue the
simulation until tk > tmax, where tmax is the observation period of the epidemic.
The realisation of an epidemic in this way not only gives the equivalent sampling prop-
erties as given by the construction from Sellke thresholds, it also explicitly constructs
the infection network. It requires only a sequential draw of thresholds and this allows
us to avoid the censoring of the Sellke thresholds of non-infected individuals. The sim-
ulation of transition time from class E to class I can be performed in a similar manner
by using the corresponding form of accumulated pressure in Equation 3.6.
3.3.5 Bayesian inference and model assessment
It is now standard practice to conduct Bayesian analyses of partially observed epi-
demics using the process of data augmentation supported by computational techniques
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo methods described in detail in Chapter 2 (Fer-
guson et al, 2001; Catterall et al, 2012; Cook et al, 2007b; Gibson et al, 2006) . To
recap, given partial data y, these approaches involve simulating from the joint poste-
rior distribution pi(θ, z|y) where z represents the complete epidemic data as above.
This approach, as applied to fit models in this chapter, is described more fully in
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Sections 3.3.7 and 3.3.8. As the complete epidemic z is reconstructed, or ‘imputed’,
it naturally lends itself to the residual-based testing methods now described.
Given a random draw (θ′, z′) from pi(θ, z|y) it is generally straightforward to invert
Equation (3.2) to impute the corresponding residual r˜′ by sampling it uniformly
from interval obtained from the set h−1θ′ (z′), the set of residuals mapped to z′ by hθ′ .
Therefore a sample from the posterior distribution pi(r˜|y) can easily be generated with
a minor insert to an existing algorithm. On applying a classical test (see below) for
consistency with the uniform distribution to the r˜′ a posterior distribution of p-values,
pi(P (r˜)|y) is generated, from which evidence against the modelling assumptions can
be discerned. In Bayesian parlance we note that the pair (θ′, r˜′) represents a non-
centered parameterisation.
Hypothesis testing Specifically we use an Anderson-Darling hypothesis test (Lewis,
1961) which has the test statistic




(2i− 1)[(ln Y(i) + ln(1− Y(n−i+1))], (3.11)
where n is the sample size and Y(i) is the ith largest sample. The form of A is compli-
cated and its percentiles have to be determined by numerical integration, saddlepoint
or other approximation methods (Marsaglia and Marsaglia, 2004). Marsaglia and
Marsaglia (2004) used extensive simulations to compute the percentiles and appro-
priate p-value. These computational tools are available in a package provided by the
statistical software R (Bellosta, 2011), which we have used to compute the p-value. In
view of our aim of detecting an anticipated mis-match in the tails of the distribution
of imputed residuals, we do not adopt the commonly used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
which is known to be non-sensitive to the tail of the distribution.
Imputation of Infection-Link Residuals (ILR)
The imputation of r˜1 and r˜3 given (θ′, z′) is straightforward by inverting the procedure
specified by Equation (3.3) and Equation (3.7) respectively (see also Section 3.3.4).
Imputation of r2k is achieved by inverting Equation (3.5) but, since the infection link
is discrete and the space of residuals continuous, the imputation process warrants
description here. The particular infection link for the kth exposure event is randomly
chosen from the links between the corresponding exposed individual k and i ∈ ξI(t)
according to probabilities pik defined in Equation (3.4). The ranking of this particular
infection link, s′, is then determined among all links between j ∈ ξS(t) and infective
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i ∈ ξI(t). Finally, the residual r′2k is imputed as a random draw






p(i) + p(s′)). (3.12)
Bayesian residuals have been utilised in other contexts (Albert and Chib, 1993). In
Gibson et al (2006) it was shown that Bayesian latent residuals based on Sellke thresh-
olds (Sellke, 1983) could be used to assess the fit of spatio-temporal models. However,
as we have discussed previously, the specific approach is problematic when the epi-
demic is small as thresholds must be imputed even for uninfected individuals. By
contrast the construction proposed here requires residuals to be imputed only for
each infection event and avoids this shortcoming. Moreover, since the components of
the residual process r˜ each relate to a different aspect of the stochastic model, then it
is plausible that testing for mis-specification of a given aspect may be best achieved
by considering only the relevant component of r˜. In particular, mis-specification of
a spatial kernel or the latent period distribution may be assessed by examining the
posterior samples of r˜2 (ILR), and r˜3 (LTR) respectively. We stress again the impor-
tance for the detection of mis-specified spatial kernels of the ordering operation in
the construction of the ILR, which is included with the expectation that it leads to
systematic, detectable, and interpretable deviations from U(0, 1) in the imputed resid-
uals. This issue is discussed further in following sections. As described in Section 3.4
and Section 3.6, this hoped-for sensitivity is indeed achieved.
3.3.6 Interpretation of latent-residual tests
Posterior distributions of p-values arising from a classical test applied to a latent
process have been exploited in (Gibson et al, 2006; Streftaris and Gibson, 2004a,
2012). For completeness we include some comments on the statistical interpretation
of such distributions in the Bayesian context. To the Bayesian observer of data
y, pi(P (r˜)|y) represents their posterior belief regarding the p-value that a classical
observer of r˜ would compute. Should this distribution be concentrated on small
values, the Bayesian would infer that the classical observer may reject the hypothesis
that the r˜ were generated as a random sample from a U(0, 1) distribution. The
latter hypothesis is a key assumption for the functional-model representation given
in Equation (3.2) so that the classical observer would likewise question the validity of
this model. Therefore, the Bayesian observer can extract from pi(P (r˜)|y) summaries
such as pi(P (r˜) < 0.05|y) (as used here) and interpret them as measures of evidence
against their model assumptions.
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3.3.7 Likelihood
Consider a population of size N . Assume that individuals in the population are
all susceptible at time 0 which is the time of introduction of the force of primary
infection, and assume that the epidemic is to be observed up to time tmax. Let
E = (E1, E2, . . . , ENE) be a vector of the exposure times of NE individuals, I =
(I1, I2, . . . , INI ) be a vector of the times of becoming infectious of NI individuals;
R = (R1, R2, . . . , RNR) be a vector of the times of recovery of NR individuals. Also,
we let χU be the set of indices of the individuals remaining in class S at the end of
observation period tmax; and, to recap, we let χE, χI and χR be the set of indices of the
individuals who have gone through class E, class I and class R by tmax respectively.
Also, we let χE\I be the set corresponding to the exposed individuals who have not
been infectious up to time tmax and χI\R be the set corresponding to the infectious
individuals who have not recovered up to time tmax. The cumulative density functions
for waiting times in class E and class I are denoted by FE(·) and FI(·) respectively.
Finally, let θ = (α, β, µ, σ2, γ, η, κ) be vector of parameters in the model. As a result,
we can express the likelihood function given the times of events as










fE(Ij − Ej;µ, σ2)×
∏
j∈χR
fI(Rj − Ij; γ, η)
× ∏
j∈χE\I
(1− FE(tmax − Ej;µ, σ2))×
∏
j∈χI\R
(1− FI(tmax − Ij; γ, η))
(3.13)
where I(t) is number of individuals in class I at time t, and ξ−1E is the set of individuals














Note that e−q′j and e−qTj correspond to the likelihood of an exposure time and an
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non-exposed individual respectively. The second and third lines in Equation 3.13
represent the contribution to the likelihood of the sojourn times in class E and I
respectively.
3.3.8 Estimation
MCMC methods are employed to estimate the joint posterior. In particular we use the
(single-step) Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Chib and Greenberg, 1995) and update
the model parameters sequentially. We assume uniform priors for the parameters. To
allow cryptic exposures in the simulation study, following Gibson & Renshaw (Gibson
and Renshaw, 1998), we adapt the reversible-jump algorithm (Green, 1995) to the
compartmental model setting. We have discussed the general details of MCMC and
in particular RJMCMC in Chapter 2. Details of specific application to our problem
in this chapter are given below.
Single-step MH algorithm for model parameters
We first arbitrarily choose θ1 and E1 such that pi(θ1|E1, I,R) > 0. Then we repeat
the following steps for i = 1, . . . , n where n is the number of iterations.
I Update α, β, κ, µ, σ2, γ and η sequentially
(a) Propose a new parameter value, α′, by performing a random-walk on the
corresponding current value of the parameter, αi. Specifically, we have
α′ ∼ N(αi, σ21) (3.16)
where we set σ21 = 1. If α′ < 0, it is rejected and the current value is retained.




where θ′ denotes the vector of parameters with αi replaced by α′. Note that
since we have used uniform priors and a symmetric proposal distribution, the
acceptance probability reduces to the ratio of likelihoods.
(c) If α′ is accepted, set αi+1 = α′, otherwise αi+1 = αi. θi+1 is also updated
accordingly.
(d) Apply the same algorithm to the remaining parameters sequentially.
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II Update the exposure times Ej
(a) Randomly choose an exposure, j, and draw a new exposure time E ′j uniformly
between (0, t), where t = Ij if j has become infectious, otherwise t = tmax.








(c) If accepted, Ei+1 = E′ otherwise Ei+1 = Ei.
Reversible jump algorithm for cryptic exposures
Individuals/sites that have been exposed but have not yet become infectious are re-
ferred to as cryptic exposures. In the simulation study (see Section 3.4) in which
an SEIR model is fitted, we allow (unobserved) cryptic exposures and ‘swap’ of sites
between the set ξE\I and ξU . As discussed in Chapter 2, these operations involve
changes of model dimension, which requires the use of the reversible jump algorithm.
Adapting from the methodology in Gibson and Renshaw (1998), we apply two op-
erations an addition and a deletion on the set of ξE\I . At each iteration during the
MCMC run (following the updates of θ and E), each operation (deletion or addition)
is equally likely to be applied.
I Addition of a cryptic exposure
(a) Randomly choose a site from ξU and move it to the set of ξE\I and ξE.
Uniformly draw an exposure time E ′j between (0, tmax) for this newly added
cryptic exposure.
(b) Denote nu and nE\I as the number of sites in current sets ξU and ξE\I respec-






where z′ denotes the data with the changed sets ( ξE\I and ξE and ξU) and
with the current exposure time Ej replaced by E
′
j.
II Deletion of a cryptic exposure
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(a) Randomly choose a site from ξE\I (also from ξE) and move it to the set of
ξU ; delete the corresponding Ej accordingly.




(1 + nu)× tmax (3.20)
where z′ denotes the data with the changed sets ( ξE\I and ξE and ξU) and
with the current exposure time Ej being deleted.
3.4 Simulated example
To test the methodology we apply it to analyse spatio-temporal epidemics simulated
in a population of size N = 1000, whose locations are sampled independently from a
uniform distribution over a square region, between times t = 0 and t = tmax = 50. We
assume that the entire population is susceptible at time 0, that the epidemic evolves
according to Equation (3.1) with α = 0.001, β = 3, K(dij, κ1) = exp(−0.03dij), and
that the sojourn times in classes E and I follow Gamma(5, 2.5) and Weibull(2, 2)
distributions respectively. The observations y constitute only the precise times and
locations of transitions from E to I and from I to R that occur during the observation
period. Figure 3.2 illustrates the spatio-temporal progression of a typical realisation
of y.
To assess our model testing framework we fit to the simulated data y a model with
the correct structure (Case A), and three further models in which the spatial kernels
(Case B & Case C) and the latent period distribution (Case D) have been mis-specified
respectively. Specifically we consider:
• Case A:K(dij, κ1) = exp(−κ1dij) and the latent period is distributed as Gamma(µ,
σ2);
• Case B: K(dij, κ2) = 1/(1 + dij/κ2) and the latent period is distributed as
Gamma(µ, σ2);
• Case C: K(dij, κ3) = d−κ3ij and the latent period is distributed as Gamma(µ,
σ2);
• Case D: K(dij, κ1) = exp(−κ1dij) and the latent period is distributed as Exp(µ).
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of (a subset of) the observed data y in the simulation
(replicate 1) in the 2000×2000 square area in the form of a sequence ‘snapshots’ of
the system state at particular times. Black and grey dots represent the individuals
in class I and R respectively at times t = 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35. It is assumed that the
locations of all other individuals are known but these are not shown in the interests
of clarity.
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Figure 3.3: Posterior distributions of model parameters for models fitted to the sim-
ulated data (Replicate 1). Dotted lines represent the actual values of the parameters
used for simulating the epidemic. Note that the posterior distributions of the model
parameters γ and η corresponds to the infectious period are identical because the time
of becoming infectious and time of recovery are assumed to be known in all cases.
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Figure 3.4: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters obtained from
fitting the correct model to the simulated data (Case A, Replicate 1). Dotted lines
represent the actual values of the parameters used for simulating the epidemic.
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Chapter 3: A novel model assessment framework
A Weibull infectious period is fitted in all cases. Uniform priors, which should be
constrained to bounded regions to ensure a proper posterior distribution, are specified
for all model parameters estimated in the following analyses.
In each case, we use standard MCMC and data augmentation to generate a sample
from pi(θ, z|y) from which - see section 3.2 - we impute posterior samples of the
Infection-Link Residuals (ILR, r˜2) and of the Latent Time Residuals (LTR, r˜3). In
addition we impute posterior samples of r˜1. The Anderson-Darling test for consistency
with the uniform distribution is applied to each sample of the residuals. Posterior
distributions of the model parameters are shown in detail in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4
shows reasonable convergence and mixing on the basis of visual inspection.
Table 3.1 shows the values of pi(P (r˜j) < 0.05|y), j = 1, 2, 3, from three independently
simulated replicates, y, of the epidemic. From pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) and pi(P (r˜3) <
0.05|y) it appears that these posterior summaries systematically give evidence against
the model when the spatial kernel and the latent period have been mis-specified
respectively. On the other hand pi(P (r˜1) < 0.05|y) suggests no evidence against the
model specifications in Cases B, C and D. Note that, for ease of comparison, we only
present the value of pi(P (r˜j) < 0.05|y) for relevant cases. Values in cases not presented
range from 3% to 6% and, therefore, suggest no evidence against the respective model
specification.
3.4.1 Rationale for ordering the infection links
The ordering of infection links for an exposure event according to the strength of
the links pij is not necessary when one only wishes to generate stochastic realisa-
tions of the epidemic using a functional-model representation. However the opera-
tion is crucial to ensuring that the imputed r˜2 may be informative regarding possi-
ble mis-specification of the kernel. In particular, our goal is to distinguish between
the comparative goodness-of-fit of radially symmetric kernels that differ in terms of
their behaviours at short and at long distances. When the ordering operation is
used, the imputed residuals corresponding to infection links that represent very long
or very short-range transmissions are located at the extremes of the unit interval.
A mis-specified kernel, which misrepresents the propensity for short- or long-range
transmission, may therefore be expected to cause the distribution of imputed r˜2 to
deviate from U(0, 1) by exhibiting a concentration, or a scarcity, of residuals at the
extremes of the unit interval, dependent on the nature of the mis-specification. Our
results presented in the next section suggest that this hoped-for sensitivity is indeed
achieved.
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To illustrate the point further we consider the case where an exponentially-bounded
kernel is fitted to data generated using a power-law kernel (corresponding to Scenario
I in the next section). Figure 3.5 shows a schematic representation of the relative
strength of interaction of these kernels. The strength of infection links are repre-
sented by the segments length, and the monotonically decreasing nature of these
kernels means that short range links are associated with stronger links than longer
range interactions. Figure 3.5 shows the tendency of the exponential kernel to under-
estimate the interaction strength at short and long distances; as a result, the lengths
of these infection links (which correspond to short and long distances transmission)
are reduced when an exponential kernel is fitted. Should these links are imputed as
the active links for exposure events, then the corresponding imputed residuals will be
located closer to the extremes of the unit interval, than had the correct kernel been
used, leading to a concentration of residuals at the extremes (also see Figure 3.6) in
this case. Note that the above ordering operation is specifically aimed at comparing
radially symmetric kernels with different tail properties, a common goal in epidemic
studies. Alternative ordering schemes may be considered if our prior knowledge sug-
gested a different form of mis-specification. For example, if transmission were to occur
preferentially in certain directions, for example due to prevailing wind or other effects,
then an ordering operation that took account of the direction, as well as the length,
of the I-S links may be advisable. Such developments are beyond the scope of this
thesis.
Figure 3.5: A schematic representation of the relative strength of interaction of these
kernels. The strength of infection links are represented by the segments length.
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3.4.2 Diagnosing model mis-specification
We now illustrate the insights our approach offers for understanding the causes of
model inadequacy. Specifically, having observed considerable evidence against a
model from the measure pi(P (r˜) < 0.05|y), we show that the pattern of residuals
pi(r˜2|y) can suggest the manner in which the fitted model may be deficient. Consider
two (symmetric) scenarios. In Scenario I, the epidemic is simulated from a kernel
K(d, κ2) = d−2.8 and fitted with a kernel K(d, κ1) = exp(−κ1d); in Scenario II, the
epidemic is simulated from a kernel K(d, κ1) = exp(−0.03d) and fitted with a kernel
K(d, κ2) = d−k2 . Under the assumption that the fitted model is correct the imputed
ILR should resemble samples from U(0, 1). To highlight any systematic deviations
from this null hypothesis Figure 3.6 presents the histogram formed by taking union
of the subset of the ILR processes that produce small p-values (< 0.05) revealing a
symmetry between the two scenarios. Scenario I and Scenario II respectively lead to
a concentration or a scarcity of residuals at the extremes of the unit interval. This
symmetry suggests that nature of the incompatibility of the spatial kernel may be



















Figure 3.6: The distributions of a subset of imputed r˜2 whose P (r˜2) < 0.05 under two
scenarios.
3.4.3 Comparison with common Bayesian model checking tech-
niques
One common tool for model checking is the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC )
(Spiegelhalter et al, 2002). The model with smallest DIC corresponds to the best
model and, conventionally, models whose DIC exceeds that of the best model by
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more than 10 units are considered to display substantial evidence of poor fit. A key
limitation of this approach is that it is known to be problematic when applied to
processes that are only partially observed, as in the case of most real-world systems,
where the DIC cannot be uniquely defined (see 2.5 for a detailed discussion). Following
(Celeux et al, 2006), we compute two versions of DIC,
DIC1 = −4Eθ,X [log(f(y,X|θ)|y] + 2EX [log(f(y,X|Eθ[θ|y,X])|y] (3.21)
and
DIC2 = −4Eθ,X [log(f(y|X,θ)|y] + 2EX [log(f(y|X, θˆ(y,X))|y] (3.22)
where X and y represent the unobserved and observed data respectively and θˆ(y,X)
is often estimated by posterior point estimates such as the posterior mean which is
used here (note that DIC1 and DIC2 are referred to as DIC4 and DIC8 in (Celeux
et al, 2006)). The quantities f(y,X|θ) and f(y|X,θ) represent contributions to
the likelihood from both the observation model and the process model in the first
case, and the observation model alone in the second. Notice that calculation of each
version of the DIC requires expectations of these quantities which can be estimated
using MCMC techniques. The main difference between DIC1 and DIC2 is that the
first takes the unobserved data into account. However, there is no absolute theoretical
justification for a preference of one definition over another.
Table 3.2 shows that, although both versions of DIC can differentiate the relative
goodness-of-fit between Case A and Case C as well as that between Case A and Case
D, DIC2 misleadingly suggests that the fit for Case B is better than that for Case
A. Note that the DIC is not a direct measure of model adequacy and only measures
the relative goodness-of-fit between two models. Moreover, as shown in Table 3.2, the
ranking of models can also vary between different versions of DIC.
Table 3.2: DIC computed for Cases A, B, C and D
Replicate 1 Case A Case B Case C Case D
DIC1 10357.52 11561.90 10542.75 11525.69
DIC2 5754.594 4982.372 5937.58 6897.95
We further consider the performance of DIC and posterior predictive checks in an
application to British floristic atlas data in Section 3.6.
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3.5 Posterior predictive checking based on spatial
autocorrelation analysis
In this section, we consider posterior predictive checks based on spatial autocorrelation
coefficients which measure spatial dependency among observations, we specifically
consider two common measures Moran’s I and Geary’s c indexes (Getis, 1991). The
epidemic is simulated with kernel K(d, κ) = d−2.8. We respectively fit a correct kernel
K(d, κ2) = d−k2 (Model 1) and an incorrect kernel K(d, κ1) = exp(−κ1d) (Model II) to
the simulated data. Predictive distributions of the spatial autocorrelation coefficients
from Model I and Model II, at three different time points within the observation period
are compared to the corresponding measures computed from the actual (simulated)
data.































































Figure 3.7: Posterior predictive distributions of Moran’s I and Geary’s c indexes
obtained by simulating 1,000 epidemics from Model I and Model II respectively at
time points T1 = 25, T2 = 35 and T3 = 45. The vertical lines represent the observed
values computed from the ‘actual’ epidemic.
We divide the 2000×2000 square area into n = 100 equally-sized square sub-regions
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and count the number of sites xi in class I or class R in sub-region i at time points








j=1wij(xi − x)(xj − x)∑n
i=1(xi − x)2
(3.23)







where x is the mean of xi over n sub-regions and wij is the spatial weight between
sub-region i and j. There are many ways to define wij, and here we use the common
binary weights in which wij = 1 if i is a neighbour of j, otherwise wij = 0. The
definition of neighbour is also open to variations, and here we define that any sub-
regions whose centroids are within two sub-region width (400) from the centroid of
sub-region i are considered to be the neighbour of i. Both indices are computed by
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Figure 3.8: Estimated spatial kernels from fitting Model I and Model II with kernel
parameters set to posterior means. Transmissibility is expressed relative to the ampli-
tude of the respective kernel at d = 60 to highlight the difference between two kernels
at both short and long distances.
Model I represents a long-tail dispersal mechanism and Model II represents a localised
dispersal mechanism - this is also illustrated by Figure 3.8 - and pi(P (r2) < 0.05|y)
(i.e., the primary measure of degree of model mis-specification in utilizing r2) shows
strong evidence against Model II (90%) and no evidence against Model I. Figure 3.7
shows the predictive distributions of these two indices (at three different time points)
obtained from simulating (1,000) epidemics respectively from Model I and Model II
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with the model parameters drawn from their respective posterior distributions. It
can be seen from the figure that the posterior predictive distributions of the spatial
autocorrelation indices from both models are broadly consistent with the observed
values (i.e., all of the 95% two-sided intervals contain the actual value). This shows
that posterior predictive checks based on these indices when only partially observed
epidemics are available could be insensitive to the specification of the spatial ker-
nel. Posterior predictive checking has to be computed ‘offline’ - for example, one
needs to obtain the posterior distribution or point estimates of model parameters first
and compute the required summary statistics based on simulation techniques. Our
method, instead, can be easily embedded along with the estimation and by default
takes the full posterior distribution of model parameters into account. It is also noted
from above that summary statistics based on these spatial autocorrelation measures
are subject to variations in definitions which might lead to different conclusions.
3.6 Case Study: Spread of Giant Hogweed in Great
Britain
Invasive alien species represent a major threat to ecosystems and cause significant en-
vironmental and financial loss worldwide (Pimentel et al, 2005; Vila` et al, 2009). Her-
acleum mantegazzianum (giant hogweed) causes significant problems in Great Britain
and has rapidly spread since 1970 (Catterall et al, 2012). We apply our testing frame-
work to British floristic atlas data which assess the presence of giant hogweed over
a square lattice of 10×10 km resolution in 1970, 1987 and 2000. In total 2,838 such
squares are considered to be habitable for the giant hogweed (see (Catterall et al,
2012)). These are classified as susceptible or colonised at the given survey times ac-
cording to the absence or presence of giant hogweed in the lattice. These data are
well suited to testing our methodology. Detection of the species is relatively easy due
to its height (> 2m), so that the number of false absences in the data set should
be limited. Moreover, the data give ‘snapshots’ of the distribution at three distinct
times (from 1970 to 2000) and over a large region making them particularly suitable
for inferring the spatio-temporal transmission mechanism.
We first represent the lattice of square regions as a lattice of points where the position
of a point is given by centre of the square which it represents. Figure 3.9 shows the
snapshots of the spread of giant hogweed in Great Britain taken at three distinct
times (1970, 1987 and 2000). In the light of the aggressive nature of giant hogweed
we assume that, once colonised, sites can immediately start to colonise other sites
and remain colonised. In the terminology of the epidemic model we consider, there-
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Figure 3.9: Snapshots of the spread of giant hogweed in Great Britain taken at three
distinct times: (a) 1970, (b) 1987 and (c) 2000. Black dots represent the colonised
sites.
fore, the E and I classes to be a single class and dispense with the recovery class R
from our model. Effectively, we fit an S-I (Susceptible-Infectious) model to the pres-
ence/absence data and use our model assessment methods to compare the goodness-
of-fit of several formulations, discussed in detail in Section 3.6.3. In summary, the
models differ in the choice of spatial kernel and with regard to the inclusion of terms
quantifying the suitability of each site, j, for the species. Suitability is represented by
a measure cj ∈ [0, 1], where the cj are taken from an earlier analysis (Catterall et al,
2012) in which an extensive range of covariates including average temperature, alti-
tude and other factors, were considered in their estimation. With suitability included,
the instantaneous rate at which a susceptible site j becomes colonised Equation (3.1)
is moderated by a factor cj.
Full model specifications and posterior estimates of the model parameters are de-
scribed in Section 3.6.3. Specifically, we consider three forms of spatial kernel with
and without homogeneous suitabilities giving rise to six models:
• Model 1 (M1, Kernel A): K(dij, κ1) = exp(−κ1dij), heterogeneous suitabilities,
cj;
• Model 2 (M2, Kernel B): K(dij, κ2) = 1/(1+dij/κ2), heterogeneous suitabilities,
cj;
• Model 3 (M3, Kernel C): K(dij, κ3) = d−κ3ij , heterogeneous suitabilities, cj;
• Model 4 (M4, Kernel A): K(dij, κ1) = exp(−κ1dij), homogeneous suitabilities
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Figure 3.10: Posterior distributions of the p-values from testing the sets of posterior
samples of Infection Link Residual (ILR) imputed from MCMC chains (1,500 samples
in each case) when fitting SI models, representing heterogeneous suitability, to the
giant hogweed data with kernel A (model M1) and kernel B (model M2) respectively.
cj = 1;
• Model 5 (M5, Kernel B): K(dij, κ2) = 1/(1 + dij/κ2), homogeneous suitabilities
cj = 1;
• Model 6 (M6, Kernel C): K(dij, κ3) = d−κ3ij , homogeneous suitabilities cj = 1.
These models are fitted to the data using Bayesian methods as described above. For
the simple SI formulation the residual process reduces to r˜ = (r˜1, r˜2) and specifies
exposure times and infection links. We apply three tests to imputed values of these
residuals for each of the models. As with the simulated example, we investigate
pi(P (r˜1) < 0.05|y) and pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) arising from an Anderson-Darling test
applied to the respective subset of residuals. We also consider a combined test, with
p-value P (r˜), based on a test statistic
T (r˜) = −2 (log(P (r˜1)) + log(P (r˜2)))
whose distribution under the modelling assumptions is χ24, and report pi(P (r˜) <
0.05|y) for each model. Conclusions arising from the various tests are presented in
the following subsections.
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Chapter 3: A novel model assessment framework
3.6.1 Model assessment and implications for control strate-
gies
From Table 3.3 we first notice that, regardless of whether dependence on suitabil-
ity is included, pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) and pi(P (r˜) < 0.05|y) is larger for the mod-
els with Cauchy-form kernel (Kernel B, M2 & M5) than for the respective models
with exponentially bounded kernel (Kernel A, M1 & M4) or with power-law ker-
nel (Kernel C, M3 & M6), suggesting that the Cauchy kernel typically provides a
poorer fit. When dependence on suitability is not included (M4, M5 & M6), the
fact pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) = 0.35 for M4 (Kernel A) and pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) = 0.54 for
M6 (Kernel C) suggests there are substantial probabilities that the U(0,1) hypothesis
for the imputed residuals would be rejected by the classical observer and calls these
models into question. By contrast, the results for M1, M2 and M3 present no evi-
dence against the model with exponentially bounded kernel (A) and power-law kernel
(C), while there remains a substantial posterior probability of rejection (0.82) for the
model with Cauchy-form kernel (B). Figure 3.10 presents samples from pi(P (r˜2)|y) for
M1 and M2, highlighting the evidence against kernel B. It is clear from other results
in Table 3.3 that the evidence against a given model arises from the ILR residuals r˜2;
the test based on r˜1 alone presents little evidence against any of the models M1-M6,
while the evidence arising from the combined test is typically weaker than that from
the tests of r˜2 alone.
In summary we find evidence that the dispersion mechanism for hogweed cannot be
represented adequately by the Cauchy dispersal kernel, while no evidence against
the exponentially-bounded kernel and power-law kernel is found as long as habitat
heterogeneity is accommodated. Figure 3.12 shows that the long-tail behaviour of M2
tends to induce a scarcity of residuals at the left end and a concentration of residuals
at the right end of the unit interval. Although the ILR residuals r˜2 were constructed
with assessment of spatial kernels in mind, comparison of pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) between
models with and without the dependence on suitability (i.e., comparison between M1
and M4 and that between M3 and M6) highlights the potential for the method to
detect mis-specification of other aspects of the model. This is not surprising given the
key role of r˜2 and the suitabilities in the construction of the colonisation links.
Giant hogweed spread their seed mostly through wind, water and human activities
(Pysek et al, 2007). Localised dispersal mechanisms typically involve the dispersal
by wind or animal activities. Human activities, such as soil transport and transport
of seeds adhering to the car tyres, are mainly responsible for long-distance dispersal.
Understanding of the importance of short-distance and long-distance dispersal pro-
vides valuable insight for devising appropriate control strategies (Dawe and White,
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Figure 3.11: Estimated spatial kernels from fitting M1 and M2 and M3 to the giant
hogweed data with kernel parameters set to posterior means. Transmissibility is
expressed relative to the amplitude of the respective kernel at 10km (the minimum
distance between two sites in the data set)
M2









Figure 3.12: Distributions of subsets of imputed ILR which lead to p-values less than
0.05 from M2.
1979; Pergl et al, 2011). Our results and Figure 3.11 clearly suggest that the spread
of hogweed is mainly via a nearest-neighbour mechanism. Given this highly localised
dispersal mechanism, and the constraints imposed by the lattice structure of the hog-
weed data (Section 3.6) which forces a minimum distance of 10km between two sites
(in contrast to a more general continuous space in the simulated example), the dif-
ference between an exponentially-bounded kernel and a power-law kernel becomes
insignificant (see Figure 3.11). Hence the two models display similar goodness-of-fit.
This suggests that control measures - for instance, education programs of increas-
ing public awareness and participation in prevention and reporting (Bhowmik, 2005),
and field survey and subsequent eradication measures (Sampson et al, 1994) - may be
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most effectively deployed by focusing implementation on the neighbourhood of known
colonisations.
3.6.2 Comparison with DIC and posterior predictive checks
Similar to Section 3.4, we compute two versions of DIC, DIC1 and DIC2 (see Equa-
tion (3.21) and Equation (3.22)), for M1 and M2 and the corresponding models M4
and M5 which do not take the suitability into account. From Table 3.4, we note
that, although both versions of DIC can differentiate the relative goodness-of-fit be-
tween M1 and M2, they unreasonably indicate that M4 (exponentially-bounded kernel
without considering suitability) is the best or the second best model.
In Section 3.4, we have shown that summary statistics quantifying spatial autocorrela-
tion may be less sensitive to model mis-specification than our latent residual approach.
We therefore focus on more intuitive summary statistics based on the number of coloni-
sations. We also adopt a conservative approach, running forward simulations of the
fitted model using point estimates of parameters, here the posterior mean. Moreover,
these simulations are conditioned on the colonised sites observed in 1970. We focus
on comparing models M1 and M2 (which include dependence on suitability and for
which our residual analysis shows a significant difference in goodness-of-fit) and ex-
amine the following predictive outcomes: the predictive distribution of the number
of colonised sites, at the end of the observation period (2000), within annular regions
centered on a given location (see Figure 3.13 for a representation of the regions), and
the numbers of reported colonised sites at the second and third observation times
(1987 and 2000). Figure 3.14 and Table 3.5 compare predicted distributions and the
actual observations.
Table 3.4: DIC computed for M1, M2, M4 and M5.
Model M1 M2 M4 M5
DIC1 7404.8 7442.9 7422.0 7890.1
DIC2 968.3 1027.4 522.2 1194.8
Table 3.5: Predicted and reported new colonised sites at second and third snapshots
(1987 and 2000). The reported numbers are followed by the two-sided 95% credible
intervals enclosed in brackets (1,000 simulations for each model)
Model M1 M2
1987 334 (311, 375) 334 (310, 381)
2000 412 (368, 434) 412 (388, 460)
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Figure 3.13: The partition of Great Britain according to intersection with 65 concen-
tric annuli. Each annulus is centred on the black dot and has width 10km
Figure 3.14 and Table 3.5 suggest that, similar to Section 3.4.3, model checks based
on these apparently reasonable summary statistics may be insensitive to the choice
of model. Figure 3.11 shows that M1 and M2 represent very different transmission
mechanisms, with kernel B exhibiting a strong propensity for long-range transmission.
Figure 3.15 shows that the estimates of transmission rates can be different when
different kernels are fitted. Nevertheless, the predictive distributions of the summary
statistic appear consistent with observed values for both M1 and M2.
3.6.3 Details of model formulation and posterior distribu-
tions of model parameters
The second snapshot at 1987 is known to be incomplete due to the insufficient efforts
of surveying the sites. We therefore also estimate the probability, p, that a site has
been colonised by 1987 but remained unreported given that it is reported at the last
snapshot (2000).
Figure 3.16 shows the posterior distributions of the model parameters from the “best”
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of the number of colonised sites within each ring region at the
final observation time as predicted by models (the shaded area represents the 95% two-
sided interval of the predicted number of colonised sites from 1,000 simulations) and
the observed data (shown in the dotted black line). The displacements are measured
from the center of the ring regions














Figure 3.15: Posterior distributions of transmission rates from a colonised site to a
susceptible site from fitting M1 and M2 to the giant hogweed data
and “worst” models −M1 (kernel A) and model M2 (kernel B) with the consideration
of suitability. Corresponding Traceplots are shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18.
Geweke’s convergence diagnostic (Geweke et al, 1991) is also applied to the posterior
samples of all model parameters (taking the first 10% and last 50% of the the chains),
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and we obtain Z-score indicating convergence.
To reinforce the confidence over the specification of the suitability, we subdivide the
sites into three classes (assuming common suitability in each class) according to the es-
timated suitability from the analysis (Catterall et al, 2012) and estimate the common
suitability in each class.
Sites are classified into three classes (Less Favorable, Favorable and Highly Favorable,
with suitability s1, s2 and s3 respectively) according to the corresponding suitability
estimated from the earlier study. We denote cj as the estimate of suitability of site j
given in Catterall et al (2012). If 0 < cj ≤ 0.25, the site is classified as Less Favorable;
if 0.25 < cj ≤ 0.5, it is classified as Favorable; if 0.5 < cj ≤ 1.0, it is classified as
Highly Favorable. We estimate s1 and s2 as the suitability relative to s3 = 1.
We consider fitting a model with kernel A (a ‘better’ kernel as we have shown). Fig-
ure 3.19 shows the posterior distributions of parameters s1 and s2. From the figure, it
is evident that s1 < s2 < s3 = 1 and it indicates that the previous estimates of suit-
ability (Catterall et al, 2012) are reliable and broadly consistent with our estimates,
which reinforces the confidence of adopting these earlier estimates (Catterall et al,
2012) for our model.
3.7 Limitations and extensions
We have so far presented a novel model assessment framework by assessing the poste-
rior distributions of the latent residuals. In this section, we first discuss and investigate
a confounding issue of this approach. To be specific, we investigate how the residuals
testing performs when one wishes to test more than one model component at the
same time. We also extend the testing framework to develop a sequential procedure
of the latent-residuals test. Results show that this sequential procedure, in contrast
to the non-sequential approach which always uses the full sample, may exhibit higher
sensitivity in scenarios when the observations in the early stage of the epidemic en-
capsulate more information of the transmission dynamics. Particularly, we show that
the Exposure Time Residuals (ETR), which do not appear to be sensitive in the
full-sample approach, may become sensitive under this procedure.
3.7.1 A confounding issue
Although each element in r˜ = (r˜1, r˜2, r˜3, r˜4) is constructed specifically to assess a par-
ticular aspect of the model, there are potential confounding effects interplaying among
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Figure 3.16: Posterior distributions of model parameters for models fitted to giant
hogweed data where suitability of sites are considered.
these residuals. In practice, the “correct” structure of other model components (not
being tested) may not be always known but may have to be assumed or estimated.
The reliance on the assumption of other model components and the estimation of
the corresponding model parameters gives rise to a potential confounding issue. For
example, in the context of MCMC, the imputation of ILRs depends on other model
assumptions such as infection times and the latent period distribution which might
need to be estimated, and these estimates also depend on the spatial component spec-
ified − as a result, these model components can act as free parameters which allow a
mis-specified spatial kernel to tune itself to fit the data better, hence exhibiting a bet-
ter fit of the imputed ILRs with the uniform distribution and suggesting less evidence
of mis-specification, compared to the situation where the correct structure of other
model components are adopted. The effects due to this kind of interaction between a
65
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Figure 3.17: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters obtained from
fitting model M1 to giant hogweed data where suitability of sites are considered (with
burn-in length 10,000).
particular type of residual and other aspects of the model are briefly explored in this
section.
To investigate the confounding effects, we simulate an epidemic from the model spec-
ified in section 3.4 and consider four cases: in Case CK&CL, a correct spatial kernel
(Exponentially-bounded) and a correct latent period distribution (Gamma) are fitted
to the data; in Case WK&CL, a wrong spatial kernel (Cauchy) and a correct latent
period distribution are fitted; in Case CK&WL, a correct spatial kernel and a wrong
latent period distribution (Exp) are fitted; finally in Case 4 WK&WL, the wrong
spatial kernel and the wrong latent period distribution are fitted.
The confounding effect of the specification of a latent period distribution on the ILR
can be discerned from Figure 3.20. We notice that the sensitivity of the test based
on ILR tends to decrease when a wrong latent period is specified, although a strong
evidence against mis-specification is still observed. A similar confounding effect of
the specification of a spatial kernel on the LTR is found (Figure 3.21). The reduction
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Figure 3.18: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters obtained from
fitting model M2 to giant hogweed data where suitability of sites are considered (with
burn-in length 10,000).













Figure 3.19: Posterior distributions of suitability parameters in the model (with kernel
A) fitted to the giant hogweed data in which sites are classified into three classes
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H0 : ILR~U(0, 1)
Figure 3.20: Posterior distributions of the p-values from testing the sets of poste-
rior samples of Infection Link Residual (ILR) imputed from MCMC chains in fitting
different combinations of the spatial kernel and the latent period.
3.7.2 Sequential latent-residual testing
The motivation behind the development in this section is two-fold. The latent-residual
testing we have presented so far takes into account the full posterior residual sample
whose size (i.e., size of the epidemic) is actually a random realisation of the epidemic
process. From the point of view of a classical observer, it is, rigorously speaking, not
appropriate to claim that the testing has a known type I error α that is defined in a
hypothetical repeating sampling with a fixed sample size. To eliminate the effect of
random sample size on the type I error, an alternative approach will be to consider
68

































































H0 : LTR~U(0, 1)
Figure 3.21: Posterior distributions of the p-values from testing the sets of poste-
rior samples of Latent Time Residual (LTR) imputed from MCMC chains in fitting
different combinations of the spatial kernel and the latent period.
sequential testing (aiming at a desired type I error rate) on a stepwise increasing
subset of the full sample, where a decision may be made (by a classical observer)
before the testing procedure reaching the end of the full sample. While this first
part of the motivation is rather subtle and mainly of academic interest, its second
part is mainly driven by a practical consideration − i.e. one may ask that whether
the exposed cases during the early stage of an epidemic outbreak encapsulate more
information of the transmission dynamics and hence lead to a more sensitive test
against a wrong model. Or in other words, would the full-sample non-sequential
approach potentially dilute the evidence of model mis-specification (if any) presented
at the early stage? A sequential testing procedure on the residual sample sorted
in ascending order of corresponding exposure times provides a natural framework for
answering this question − this is also the primary problem we would like to investigate
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in this section.
Evidence of model mis-specification in the early stage of an epidemic out-
break
Here we propose a sequential approach which may be more sensitive, when there is
more evidence of model mis-specification contained in the early observations of an
epidemic, than the non-sequential approach presented earlier in the chapter.
Consider m subsets A1 ⊂ A2 · · · ⊂ Am of the posterior sample of the residuals r˜
sorted in ascending order of corresponding exposure times. Apply sequentially the
Anderson-Darling test for H0 : Ai ∼ U(0, 1) where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, with the testing
procedure ceasing either when the Anderson-Darling statistic ADi at step i exceeds a
corresponding critical value ci or when i > m. Recall that we use pi(P (r˜) ≤ 0.05|y) to
represent the posterior belief of a Bayesian observer regarding the p-value P (r˜) that
a classical observer of r˜ would compute. Should this distribution be concentrated
on small values, the Bayesian observer would infer that the classical observer may
reject the hypothesis that the r˜ were generated as a random sample from a U(0, 1)
distribution. When using the sequential approach proposed above, we look at the
rejection frequency of the classical observer pi(T (r˜) = 1|y) where
T (r˜) =
1, if ADk ≥ ck for some k ≤ m,0, if ADi < ci for all i ≤ m. (3.25)
A simulation-based approach
The key challenge of this approach is to specify appropriate ci such that the desired
type I error α, say, 5%, is achieved. We consider an approach in which we have a
constant “local” type I error α′ at each step of the sequential test. Specifically, we
can solve the equation for α′
α′ + (1− α′)α′ + · · ·+ (1− α′)m−1α′ = α
1− (1− α′)m = α,
(3.26)
where the ith term on the left hand side (of the first line) represents the probability that
the null hypothesis is rejected at the ith step but not at preceding steps. Subsequently,
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ci for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m may be derived from the following equations
P (AD1 ≥ c1) = α′
P (AD2 ≥ c2|AD1 < c1) = α′
...
P (ADm ≥ cm|AD1 < c1, . . . , ADm−1 < cm−1) = α′,
(3.27)
where ADi is computed under the H0 : Ai ∼ U(0, 1) and A1 ⊂ A2 · · · ⊂ Am. Ap-
parently it is difficult to solve for ci analytically. Instead, they can be fairly easily
computed as the (1 − α′)% quantiles of ADi simulated according to Equation 3.27.
For example, to derive c2 according to the second line of Equation 3.27, we can sim-
ulate a random sample of A1 which satisfies the condition AD1 < c1 and it is joined
by another random sample u2 ∼ U(0, 1) forming A2 for the computation of AD2, and
then c2 is the (1 − α′)% quantile of (pooled) multiple (e.g., 100,000) realisations of
AD2.
A preliminary analysis
Exposure Time Residuals (ETR) have not shown indicative sensitivity over model
mis-specification in the analysis in previous sections, where the non-sequential ap-
proach is used. Here we consider simulated epidemics with a relatively significant
number of cryptic exposures (i.e., unobserved exposures which are defined as expo-
sures that have not yet become infectious in the observational period) such that the
observations in the early stage of the epidemic are more likely to encapsulate more
information of the transmission dynamics − cryptic exposures should correspond to
“later” exposures and they play a lesser role in determining, for example, the latent
period distribution.
We consider two epidemics with at least 10% cryptic exposures among all exposures.
We consider a relatively restricted scenario where all exposures are known (in practice
this may be achieved by performing diagnostic tests on subjects). Table 3.6 shows that
the sequential approach based on ETR may be more sensitive to the mis-specification
of the spatial kernel in such scenarios. Similar improvement of sensitivity is observed
in the sequential approach based on ILR (Table 3.7).
Note that, as the critical values ci are required to be re-computed when the sample size
of the epidemic changes (i.e., to a classical observer, the testing result still depends on
the random realisation of the epidemic size), this approach is not able to address this
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Table 3.6: Values of pi(P (r˜1) < 0.05|y) and pi(T (r˜1) = 1|y), estimated from 1,500
posterior samples of ETR r˜1 for a simulated epidemic (about 10% cryptics out of all
exposures) and analysed using two different model assumptions. Case A, the correct
model structure; Case B, a mis-specified Cauchy-type spatial kernel.We consider a
sequential testing at 6 levels of sample size 20, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 471 (471 is the
number of exposures).
Case A Case B
pi(P (r˜1) < 0.05|y) 2% 9%
pi(T (r˜1) = 1|y) 3% 43%
Table 3.7: Values of pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) and pi(T (r˜2) = 1|y), estimated from 1,500
posterior samples of ILR r˜2 for a simulated epidemic (about 15% cryptics out of all
exposures) and analysed using two different model assumptions. Case A, the correct
model structure; Case C, a mis-specified power-law spatial kernel. We consider a
sequential testing at 6 levels of sample size 20, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 424 (424 is the
number of exposures).
Case A Case C
pi(P (r˜2) < 0.05|y) 8% 14%
pi(T (r˜2) = 1|y) 8% 31%
rather subtle random-sample-size issue. These are also discussed in Chapter 5.
3.8 Discussion
It is well-known that the spatial transmission mechanisms are difficult to assess in
practice yet have major implications for optimal control strategies. Studies of animals
and plant diseases such as foot and mouth and citrus canker have cited the importance
for selecting between a long-tailed spatial kernel versus a localised spatial kernel in
devising most appropriate strategies of culling (Gottwald et al, 2002; Keeling et al,
2003; Ferguson et al, 2001). Therefore we believe that the methodology presented
here, based on infection-link residuals (ILR), is a novel and potentially powerful tool
for diagnosing mis-specification of a spatial kernel which can provide valuable insights
to modellers in practice. Moreover, we remark that the principles introduced here
should be readily extendable allowing the construction of analogous residuals for a
wide range of processes included in models in ecology and epidemiology.
We also believe the approach offers several advantages over alternatives. Bayesian
model assessment approaches, such as Bayes factors, are known to be sensitive to se-
lection of prior distributions and are challenging computationally (Kass and Raftery,
1995; Han and Carlin, 2001). Moreover, they allow only relative comparison of com-
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peting models, a disadvantage shared by information criteria measures such as the
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al, 2002). The latter is also
problematic when dealing with partially observed processes (Celeux et al, 2006), the
norm in epidemiological studies, where the DIC is not uniquely defined. By contrast,
the tests based on latent residuals offer an assessment of model discrepancy in abso-
lute terms. Posterior predictive checks that utilise only partially observed data may
be insensitive to the model choice (as shown in section 3.4 and section 3.6.2) even if
summary statistics are appropriately chosen. A key feature of the proposed tests is
that they can be easily embedded within any Bayesian analysis of a spatio-temporal
system that makes use of data augmentation. Also, in contrast to other approaches
such as posterior predictive checks, our method utilises the full posterior distribution
of unobserved data and model parameters, and may offer a higher sensitivity to model
mis-specifications. As it is common practice to conduct Bayesian analyses of partially
observed epidemics using data augmentation supported by computational techniques
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (Ferguson et al, 2001; Catterall et al,
2012; Cook et al, 2007b; Gibson et al, 2006), the framework represents a potentially




A new Bayesian computational
method for the integrated analysis
of epidemic and genetic data
4.1 Introduction
Individual-based, spatio-temporal stochastic models have proved to be extremely use-
ful tools for analysis in epidemiological and ecological studies relating to transmission
of diseases (Neri et al, 2014; Keeling et al, 2002). Models of this form can be for-
mulated for situations where each site in the modelled population corresponds to an
individual host such as a tree. For example, Citrus greening is a destructive citrus
disease which has inflicted significant economic losses worldwide (Gottwald, 2010),
and the understanding of its transmission dynamics in US state of Florida and the
effectiveness of related control strategies is enhanced by a recent spatio-temporal
epidemiological analysis (Parry et al, 2014). Other pathogens studied in this way
include citrus canker (Neri et al, 2014). The models considered here can also be
applied to represent a metapopulation, this being a set of well-defined spatially inter-
acting subpopulations such as towns, farms, or spatial regions in space (Grenfell and
Harwood, 1997). Metapopulation-level spatio-temporal epidemiological models have
proved invaluable in studying several epidemic outbreaks including foot-and-mouth
in livestock (Ster et al, 2009; Keeling et al, 2001) and measles in humans (Grenfell
et al, 2001).
In spite of the considerable progress made in developing epidemiological models and
associated methods of statistical inference, during a typical epidemic it may not be
possible to observe the epidemiological data, such as contact structures and times
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of infections, necessary to infer the detailed aspects of transmission including the
transmission network. Genetic data on pathogens, which carry information on relat-
edness of different infection events, are increasingly becoming available and provide
valuable insights during epidemic outbreaks. For example they can help to identify
the transmission network, a key feature of interest, knowledge of which is relevant to
quantifying superspreading events (Lloyd-Smith et al, 2005), to studying the evolu-
tionary patterns of pathogens (Zhang et al, 1997; Leitner and Albert, 1999) and to
designing and evaluating control measures (Ferguson et al, 2001).
Various statistical approaches have been proposed for the joint analysis of epidemio-
logical and genetic data. Approaches that rely on reconstructing phylogenetic trees
have been attempted in several scenarios (Shapiro et al, 2011; Grenfell et al, 2004;
Rambaut et al, 2008). However, as noted in Jombart et al (2010) these approaches
may be inappropriate when the sampled sequences contain both ancestors and their
descendants, which is particularly the case during the early stages of an epidemic
(see also discussion concerning these approaches in Chapter 1). On the other hand,
substantial progress has been made by considering combining genetic data with ex-
plicitly constructed transmission trees (Ypma et al, 2012; Morelli et al, 2012; Ypma
et al, 2013; Jombart et al, 2014; Cottam et al, 2008). These current state-of-the-art
approaches make use of approximations to analyse epidemiological and evolutionary
processes jointly either by considering pseudo-likelihoods (Morelli et al, 2012; Jombart
et al, 2014) that only take into account observed sequences, or by assuming sequence
combinations that exhibit the minimum amount of mutation necessary to explain the
subtrees of transmission (Ypma et al, 2012). Such approximations, which both im-
plicitly assume independence between any two subsets of the transmission network,
greatly reduce the inherent computational challenges in joint analysis of epidemiolog-
ical and evolutionary process and facilitate statistical inference when the transmission
network is of primary interest. Other model parameters, such as the transmission rate
and the dispersal kernel, are also of significant importance for predicting dynamics
and management of epidemics (Parry et al, 2014; Ster et al, 2009; Ferguson et al,
2001), however, have not received the same attention as the transmission network,
and their estimation may not be robust to such approximations. Further research on
the integration of epidemiological and genetic data in the context inference of both
the transmission network and the transmission dynamics is certainly warranted.
As noted by Morelli et al (2012), a more exact account of the joint process is hin-
dered by an inherent and key unresolved challenge, that is, to impute effectively the
unobserved and transmitted pathogen sequences, which typically requires a very high-
dimensional model space. In this chapter we extend previous research by formulat-
ing a framework in which unobserved, transmitted pathogen sequences are explicitly
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included. Consequently, the joint process is more accurately captured and model pa-
rameters governing the transmission dynamics, including the transmission network,
may be estimated in a more valid manner. Specifically, we aim to impute effectively
the unobserved transmitted sequences and to relax some of the restrictive assump-
tions made currently in the literature. We will allow greater uncertainty in times
of infection, which may not be generally available, and will consider epidemics with
unknown numbers of ‘clusters’ where a cluster is set of infections arising from a single
primary infection. Note that, to include multiple-cluster scenarios, a transmission
network should be technically called a transmission graph instead of the term trans-
mission tree typically used in the literature (Ypma et al, 2012; Morelli et al, 2012).
We note that not only does the imputation of the unobserved sequences enable a
more accurate account of transmission dynamics, it also offers the key advantage that
unsampled exposures (i.e., infected hosts without observed sequence samples), whose
role in transmission dynamics should unequivocally be taken into account, can be
naturally accommodated, in contrast to existing approaches in the literature.
We show that unobserved transmitted sequences can be imputed effectively and the
transmission dynamics can be reasonably recovered in the presence of exposures with-
out observed sequences. Using the proposed framework, we study comprehensively
the role of genetic data in understanding the transmission dynamics. Specifically, we
show that increased availability of genetic data can aid the estimation of epidemio-
logical model parameters, and we demonstrate the value of partial genomic data in
quantifying outbreaks and have important implications for sampling designs of fu-
ture studies. Moreover, we demonstrate that genetic data may enhance our ability
to detect mis-specification of the spatial transmission mechanism when they are used
in combination with the residual methods of Chapter 3. The proposed framework is
subsequently applied to analyse a localised spread of foot-and-mouth disease virus in
the UK and we show that understanding of the transmission dynamics can be greatly
enhanced. Some of the results in this chapter are under peer-review for publication
(Lau et al, 2014a).
Specifically, in this chapter we aim to achieve the following:
• to devise a statistically sound Bayesian framework which facilitates the inte-
gration of epidemiological and genetic data; specifically, we demonstrate how
the unobserved data, including the transmitted sequences, can be effectively
imputed so that the transmission dynamics of the joint epidemic and evolution
process can be accurately recovered and also any unsampled infected hosts can
be naturally accommodated in the analysis;
• to consider the general scenario of a multiple-cluster transmission graph (i.e.,
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presence of multiple primary infections) and demonstrate that it can be adapted
to the single-cluster transmission graph;
• to characterise the importance of genetic data in the inference of transmission
dynamics, specifically, in the estimation of the transmission graph, epidemi-
ological parameters and the assignment of exposures to the clusters; and to
investigate how genetic data may facilitate model assessment using methods
developed in Chapter 3.
• to demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework using simulated data and to
apply it to a dataset describing the spread of foot-and-mouth disease virus in a
UK region in 2001.
4.2 Model and methods
4.2.1 The stochastic epidemic process
Similar to Chapter 3, we consider a broad class of spatio-temporal stochastic models
exemplified by the SEIR epidemic model. Here we recall the notation to facilitate
the reading of this chapter. Suppose that we have a spatially distributed population
indexed by 1, 2, .... Denote by ξS(t), ξE(t), ξI(t) and ξR(t) the set of indices of
individuals who are in class S, E, I and class R respectively at time t and let S(t),
E(t), I(t) and R(t) be the respective numbers in these classes at time t.
The transmission graph is also explicitly modelled in the epidemic process. To be
specific, an individual j ∈ ξS(t) becomes exposed via primary infection with stochastic
rate α and from an infection i ∈ ξI(t) with rate βK(dij;κ). Sources of infection are
assumed to act independently of each other and combine so that the overall probability
of j becoming infected during [t, t+ dt) is given by




We use a Gamma(a, b) parameterised by the shape a and scale b for the random time
x spent in class E. For the random time x spent in class I we use a Weibull(γ, η)
parameterised by the shape γ and scale η. All sojourn times are assumed independent
of each other given the model parameters.
We define a cluster to be a set of infections arising from a single primary infection.
Note that the magnitude of primary infection rate α is the determinant factor for
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the number of primary cases and hence the number of clusters of the transmission
graph.
4.2.2 The stochastic evolutionary process
The evolutionary process of the pathogen is modelled at the level of nucleotide sub-
stitutions (see details in Chapter 2). It is assumed that the nucleotide substitution
process is conditionally independent of the epidemic process. We assume that there
is only a single dominating strain at each exposed individual at any time point. Upon
exposure, the newly exposed individual is assumed to be infected by a single dominant
strain from the source individual which is subject to a continuous-time evolutionary
process described below. Nucleotide bases at different positions of a sequence are
assumed to evolve independently.
Taking RNA viruses as an example, we let ωN = {A,C,G, U} be the set of nucleotide
bases. We consider the Kimura model (see also Chapter 2) in which a nucleotide
base x ∈ ωN mutates to a nucleotide base y ∈ ωN within a time duration 4t with
probability




−4µ24t − 0.5e−2(µ1+µ2)4t, for x 6= y and it is a transition,
0.25− 0.25e−4µ24t, for x 6= y and it is a transversion,
(4.2c)
where µ1 and µ2 are the rates of transition and transversion respectively.
4.2.3 Modelling background pathogen and multiple clusters
Current state-of-the-art approaches to joint inference of epidemiological and genetic
data mostly assume that primary cases (other than the index case) have no role in
the transmission network (Morelli et al, 2012; Ypma et al, 2012) and hence focus
on epidemics characterised by a single cluster, or rely on ad hoc approaches which
identify probable genetic outliers as the primary cases without explicitly modelling
the background infection process (Jombart et al, 2014). In the following sections, we
first consider the general scenario where primary cases are modelled explicitly so that
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multiple clusters in the transmission graph can be accommodated. Subsequently we
demonstrate that the single-cluster scenario can be readily accommodated.
To consider the general multiple-cluster scenario, it will be necessary to describe
the distribution of any background sequences of the pathogen so that a background
infection and a secondary infection become distinguishable using the Bayesian compu-
tational procedures used here. In order to represent both single and multiple clusters
scenarios, we consider a given master sequence, GM , which may be considered as
a universal antecedent of any background sequence, with each nucleotide base of a
background sequence having a probability p of differing from the same-position base
in the master sequence (if selected for a change a different base is chosen with equal
probability from the three alternatives). Deviations are assumed to be independent
across sites. We note that the concept of having a master sequence representing the
background population is similar to the concept of deriving a theoretical consensus
sequence (Turner, 2005) from the alignment of multiple sequences.
4.2.4 Likelihood
Consider a population of size N and pathogen sequences comprising n bases. The
epidemic is observed between time t = 0 and t = tmax. Let χS denote the set of indi-
viduals remaining in class S by tmax, and denote χE, χI and χR the set of individuals
who have ever gone through class E, class I and class R by tmax respectively. Also,
let E = (. . . , Ej, . . .) denote the exposure times for j ∈ χE, I = (. . . , Ij, . . .) denote
the times of becoming infectious for j ∈ χI and R = (. . . , Rj, . . .) denote the times
of recovery for j ∈ χR. The cumulative distribution functions corresponding to the
sojourn times in class E and class I are denoted as FE and FI respectively.
Furthermore, let G·j = (G1,j, G2,j,, . . . , Gmj ,j) denote the mj sequences on individ-
ual j ∈ χE with corresponding sequencing times t·j = (t1,j, t2,j,, . . . , tmj ,j) sorted in
ascending order. Note that these sequencing times are the times where model formu-
lation needs to account for, and as such they include the observed sampling time tsj
and unobserved time of exposure Ej and unobserved times of j infecting any other
individuals. And G = (G·1, . . . , G·j, . . .) specifies the complete nucleotide data where
only the sampled sequences are observed. Moreover, transmission graph ψ specifies
the source of infection ψj for any individual j ∈ χE. The event of individual i infecting
individuals j and k and the sampling of sequences on these individuals is shown in
Figure 4.1 to help illustrate the notations above. It is also worth noting that among
these events only the sampling times tsi , tsj , tsk and the corresponding sequence sam-
ples (coloured grey) are observed. Note that for any exposed individual j, the first
sequencing time t1,j is equal to the exposure time Ej and the first sequence G1,j is
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Figure 4.1: The event of individual i infecting individuals j and k (dashed arrows)
and the sampling of sequences on these individuals. Among these events only the
sampling times tsi , tsj , tsk and the corresponding sequence samples (coloured grey) are
observed and other unobserved quantities are to be estimated (see later). Solid circles
represent the sequences at respective time points. Possible events on dotted lines are
not shown. Note that in our inference we do not demand that all exposures have an
observed sequence sample.
Likelihood with multiple clusters
In the general multiple-cluster scenario, with the complete data z = (E, I,R,G,ψ)











fE(Ij − Ej; a, b)×
∏
j∈χR
fI(Rj − Ij; γ, η)
× ∏
j∈χE\I
{1− FE(tmax − Ej; a, b)} ×
∏
j∈χI\R
{1− FI(tmax − Ij; γ, η)}
× ∏
j∈χE
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with the contribution to the likelihood arising from the infection of j by ψj being
p(ψj, j|Ej) =















with χ−1E being χE excluding the index case.
A more accurate account of the evolutionary process We have





pµ1,µ2(Gik+1,j|Gik,j,4t = tk+1,j − tk,j) (4.7)
giving the conditional probability of the sequences with pµ1,µ2(·) defined in Equa-
tion 4.2 (where Gik,j denotes the nucleotide base on ith position of kth sequence on
individual j). It is worth noting that g(G2,j, . . . , Gmj ,j|t·j, ψj, G1,j) accounts for unob-
served sequences and this allows exact calculation of the likelihood associated with the
assumed evolutionary process (also see Figure 4.1). Morelli et al (2012) consider an ad
hoc pseudo-likelihood approach to approximating ∏j∈χE g(G2,j, . . . , Gmj ,j|t·j, ψj, G1,j)
for the evolutionary process, without accounting for the unobserved sequences and
(hence) the dependence between any given subtrees. For example, for the sequence
of events in Figure 4.1, instead of taking into account the unobserved transmitted
sequences, they consider pairs of observed sequence samples and the corresponding
earliest divergent times (see below) where
∏
z∈{i,j,k}
g(G2,z, . . . , Gmz ,z|t·z, ψz, G1,z) =
n∏
l=1
pµ1,µ2(Gl4,i|Gl2,j,4t = |tsj − Ej|+ |tsi − Ej|)
×pµ1,µ2(Gl4,i|Gl2,k,4t = |tsk − Ek|+ |tsi − Ek|)
×pµ1,µ2(Gl2,j|Gl2,k,4t = |tsk − Ej|+ |tsi − Ej|)
(4.8)
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and the respective earliest divergent times for the three pairs are Ej, Ek and Ej.
Without accounting for the unobserved sequences, this approach does not account for
the dependence among the three terms in the equation above.
In contrast, our approach explicitly takes into account the subtrees dependence, by
accounting for the unobserved sequences, and is therefore able to describe adequately
the assumed evolutionary process.
Background pathogens The expression h(G1,j|ψj) essentially depicts the distribu-






lj(1− p)n−lj , if individual j is a primary case,
1, if ψj ∈ χI ,
(4.9)
where p is the probability that a base of G1,j is different from the base at the cor-
responding position at the given master sequence GM and lj is the total number of
different bases. The term 13 reflects the assumption that a base can be randomly
chosen from the set ωN \GiM , where GiM is the nucleotide base on ith position of the
master sequence.
Likelihood with single cluster
The framework in Section 4.2.4 can be easily adapted to a single-cluster scenario
(Ypma et al, 2012; Morelli et al, 2012) by disregarding the process of generating the
background sequences (i.e., it is not necessary to consider the master sequence GM










fE(Ij − Ej; a, b)×
∏
j∈χR
fI(Rj − Ij; γ, η)
× ∏
j∈χE\I
{1− FE(tmax − Ej; a, b)} ×
∏
j∈χI\R
{1− FI(tmax − Ij; γ, η)}
× ∏
j∈χE
g(G2,j, . . . , Gmj ,j|t·j, ψj, G1,j)
(4.10)
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4.2.5 Bayesian inference and MCMC
The success of an MCMC algorithm is often determined by the choice of the proposal
distributions for model parameters in Metropolis-Hastings algorithms and also the
correct specifications of the respective acceptance probabilities, so that the distribution
of the state of the Markov chain converges to the target posterior distribution with
sufficient speed for samples from the chain to be used to explore the target distribution
(Chib and Greenberg, 1995) (see detailed discussion in Chapter 2).
In our application, z involves both partially observed epidemic and sequence data
and the inference is accordingly more challenging than that of analysing epidemic
data only, as it involves exploring the very high-dimensional model space constituted
from the large numbers of combinations of transmission graphs and sequences (Morelli
et al, 2012). Standard MCMC algorithms, such as the single-step Metropolis-Hastings
make updates to a single model quantity at any time. However, for high-dimension
problems similar to the problem in this work, well-designed joint proposal schemes
for the model quantities are generally challenging, but necessary for obtaining a well-
converged Markov chain that can explore efficiently the joint posterior distribution of
the model quantities. For instance, in the sampling of an unobserved exposure time, a
naive algorithm may update the time leaving the corresponding transmitted sequence
unchanged. This may lead to a very low acceptance probability for the proposed
change, such that the domain of the exposure time is not explored efficiently.
A crucial research gap, therefore, for the joint inference of epidemic and molecular
evolution processes is to devise a statistically sound, and computationally efficient
algorithm for the imputation of unobserved sequences and the transmission graph ψ.
In this section we describe how the unobserved ψ and the unobserved sequences in
G may be sampled together with the unobserved exposure times E, which is being
the key challenge in devising a suitable algorithm. Other more standard elements
of the MCMC algorithm are referred to Section 4.2.6 (see later). Computer exper-
iments and mathematical arguments to validate the methods are also presented in
Section 4.7.
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Joint Sampling of the Exposure Time Ej and the Corresponding Sequence
G1,j
Assuming for now that the source of infection ψj is unchanged, and given the current
exposure time Ej for individual j and the corresponding sequenceG1,j, we first propose
a new exposure time E ′j using a standard approach (see details in Section 4.2.6). Here
we describe in detail how a suitable candidate for the corresponding sequence G′1,j
can be simultaneously proposed. To facilitate reading of the current and following
sections some key notation is summarised in Table 4.1.
The key idea is to propose a new sequence at E ′j which has plausible proximity to a
nearest past sequence Gp and a nearest future sequence Gf relative to E
′
j. Throughout
past and future are defined self consistently in terms of the direction of ∆Ej = E
′
j−Ej.
Therefore, if E ′j is before Ej, Gp will be at a later (absolute) time than Gf . We
choose Gp and Gf by taking account of the sequences both from individual j and
ψj. Denoting tp and tf as the sequencing times for Gp and Gf respectively, we have
notationally
tp = arg min{
∣∣∣t− E ′j∣∣∣ : t ∈ t·j ∪ t·ψj | sgn(t− E ′j) 6= sgn(∆Ej)} (4.11)
and
tf = arg min{
∣∣∣t− E ′j∣∣∣ : t ∈ t·j ∪ t·ψjand sgn(t− E ′j) = sgn(∆Ej)}, (4.12)
where sgn is the signum function defined as follows:
sgn(t) =

−1, if t < 0,
0, if t = 0,
+1, if t > 0.
(4.13)
Gp (or Gf ) is taken to be the corresponding sequence on individual j whenever tp (or
tf ) is in both t·j and t·ψj . This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 where a new exposure time
E
′
j for individual j from Figure 4.1 is proposed. Here tp and tf are taken to be the
current exposure time Ej and t3,i respectively. Then, by definitions, the corresponding
sequences at tp and tf are Gp = G1,j and Gf = G3,i respectively. It is noted that G2,i
and t2,i are also simultaneously updated.
Given the nucleotide base Gip and Gif at the ith position and time apart ∆tp = |tf − tp|,
by conditioning on at most one change occurring in the period ∆tp, and assuming
a linear relationship between the probability of change and the time duration, we
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t3,i = t f
G1,j = G2,i


























Figure 4.2: Illustration of the selection tp (and the corresponding past sequence Gp)







f , with probability pf =
∣∣∣E′j−tp∣∣∣
∆tp ,
Gip, with probability 1− pf .
(4.14)
As 4tp is generally small, we allow only one change during the time interval for a
particular nucleotide base, which is not entirely consistent with the assumption of a
Markov process, in order to thoroughly explore the domain of G, G is also updated
independently of the exposure times (see Section 4.2.6).
It is noted that although tp and Gp are always well-defined, as the corresponding set
in Equation 4.11 is always non-empty and contains Ej. tf and Gf may be undefined
as the corresponding set in Equation 4.12 can be empty. If Gf is not well-defined, we
consider a proposal of G′1,j according to the mechanism defined in Equation 4.2 such
that Gip mutates to G
′i
1,j = y with probability
P (G′i1,j = y|Gip,4t =
∣∣∣E ′j − tp∣∣∣) = pµ1,µ2(G′i1,j = y|Gip,4t = ∣∣∣E ′j − tp∣∣∣). (4.15)
In the case of ψj /∈ χI and when G2,j is not available, and thus the newly pro-
posed sequence is not constrained by any secondary sequence, any sensible proposal
distribution must take account of assumptions regarding the background sequence.
Specifically, G′i1,j has a probability 1−p of matching the corresponding site GiM in the
master sequence GM and a probability p of being different (in which case a different
base is randomly drawn from the set ωN \GiM).
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Lastly, the updating of the current data z to z′ is accepted with a M-H acceptance
probability (see later). By sequentially applying this algorithm to all exposures j ∈
χE, E and G can be jointly updated.
Joint sampling of ψj and G1,j and Ej
Denote tu as the upper limit of E
′
j (see Section 4.2.6) and ωψ = {i ∈ χI |Ii ≤ tu, i 6= ψj}
as the set of candidates for a new source of infection ψ′j. Utilising spatial connectivity,
an infective i ∈ ωψ is chosen to be ψ′j with probability
sij ∝ K(dij;κ). (4.16)
Note that for the multiple-cluster scenario the primary infection can be accommodated












The corresponding newly proposed sequence G′1,j is different from Section 4.2.5 as Ej
and G1,j become irrelevant when the source of infection also changes. In the case of
a new source ψ′j ∈ χI we define
tp = arg min{
∣∣∣t− E ′j∣∣∣ : t ∈ t′·ψ′jandt < E ′j}, (4.17)
where t′·ψ′j are the updated sequencing times on ψ
′
j (which is simultaneously updated
after the updates of Ej and ψj) and then we can identify the respective sequence Gp.
Also, we define
tf = arg min{
∣∣∣t− E ′j∣∣∣ : t ∈ t′·j ∪ t′·ψ′jandt > E ′j}, (4.18)
where t′·j are the updated sequencing times on j. Note that tf > tp always holds
in the definitions in this case. Gf is taken to be the corresponding sequence on





. G′1,j is then sampled according to
Equation 4.14. Similarly, G′1,j is sampled according to Equation 4.15 when Gf is not
well-defined.
In the case of ψ′j /∈ χI , we let Gp = G2,j and sample G′1,j according to Equation 4.15;
if G2,j is not available, G
′i
1,j is sampled according to the assumption of the background
sequences as shown in Section 4.2.5. Similarly, the updating of the current data z to
z′ is accepted with a M-H acceptance probability (see later).
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Sampling of cryptic exposures
As methods described in the current literature do not impute the unobserved trans-
mitted sequences, unobserved exposures cannot easily be accommodated by them.
Denote ωC as the set of exposed individuals who do not have an observed sample
and are not in χI . We refer to j ∈ ωC as to a cryptic exposure. We incorporate j
in our framework by imputing the sequence transmitted to j. Allowing cryptic expo-
sures requires a ‘swap’ of individuals between the sets ωC and χS and a transmitted
sequence needs to be imputed when an individual from χS moves to ωC . After the
individual to be swapped has been proposed, the sequence is imputed in a same man-
ner as Section 4.2.5. The acceptance probability is similar to that in Section 4.2.5
with an additional term which accounts for the ‘swapping’ probability (Gibson and
Renshaw, 1998). See also details in Chapter 2 for a general discussion for RJMCMC
and a specific application in 3.3.8.
Initialisation of ψ
When only a subset of individuals j ∈ χE have an observed sequence sample, the
choice of the starting value of ψ becomes important for the rate of convergence of the
Markov chain. In this case, we sample the starting value ψ0 from the marginal pos-
terior distribution of ψ, Pe(ψ), obtained from only fitting the epidemic model to the
epidemic data by adopting a standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Effectively, we
set g(·) = h(·) = 1 in Equation 4.3 and we need not impute the unobserved sequences.
As we can see in Section 4.3, samples from Pe(ψ) provide a good approximation to
the true ψ and hence can be used as a reasonable starting point in the joint analysis
of epidemic and genetic data.
Acceptance probabilities
The acceptance probability of a proposed parameter value θ′i with current value θi
is










where P (θi) is the prior distribution of θi and q(θ
′
i|θi) proposal distribution of θ′i given
the current value θi. Acceptance probability in proposing a component of augmented
data z′i is similar by setting θ constant. In most of the cases, q is symmetric in




) reduces to 1, which
simplifies the problem. However, when the proposal density is less straightforward,
one has to work out the proposal ratio.
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We describe in details of computing the proposal ratio for the joint sampling of E ′j
and G′1,j for Section 4.2.5. As an illustration, we consider only the case where Gp and











and the backward proposal probability (i.e., the numerator)
q(Ej, G1,j|E ′j, G
′
1,j) = q1(Ej|E′)× q2(G1,j|Ej,E′,G′). (4.21)
ψj is unchanged so that the domain of Ej and E
′











f × (1− pf )n−mf (4.23)
where mf is the number of nucleotide on Gf which are the same as the correspond-
ing one (i.e., same position) on G′1,j. q2(G1,j|Ej,E′,G′) is similarly computed by
considering the reverse direction - in particular, we have to re-define Gp and Gf as
the direction of change of time is reversed. The proposal ratio for Section 4.2.5 can
be easily computed in a similar manner. However, we have to give consideration to
the difference in the domains between Ej and E
′
j and the ratio of probabilities of
proposing ψj and ψ′j according to details given in Section 4.2.5.
4.2.6 Other details of the MCMC algorithm
In this section we give other details of the algorithm which are more standard and
not described in last section.
Sampling of Ej
For Section 4.2.5, E ′j is proposed as a random draw
E
′
j ∼ U(tl, tu). (4.24)
If j is a primary infection we have
tl = 0 (4.25)
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min{tsj , Ij}, if j has an observed sequence sample (at tsj) and j ∈ χI ,
tsj , if j has an observed sequence sample and j /∈ χI ,
Ij, if j has no observed sequence sample and j ∈ χI ,
tmax, if j has no observed sequence sample and j /∈ χI .
(4.26)
In the case of ψj ∈ χI , we have




min{tsj , Ij, Rψj}, if j has an observed sequence sample (at tsj) and j ∈ χI ,
min{tsj , Rψj}, if j has an observed sequence sample and j /∈ χI ,
min{Ij, Rψj}, if j has no an observed sequence sample and j ∈ χI ,
Rψj , if j has no an observed sequence sample and j /∈ χI .
(4.28)
When ψj /∈ χR, Equation 4.28 reduces to Equation 4.26. For Section 4.2.5, E ′j is
proposed in the same manner with ψj now being replaced by ψ
′
j. The reader is
reminded that the sampling of E ′j is only part of the joint sampling procedures in
Section 4.2.5.
Sampling of Ij
To incorporate uncertainty in infectious times, Ij is assumed to be known within a
range - let to denote a known time (e.g., the symptoms onset time in practice) such
that Ij is randomly drawn within a range to ±D. For simulation studies, we assume
to to be the true Ij and D = 0.6. Considering also Ej and Rj, we have I
′
j sampled as
a random draw between ta and tb where
ta = max{Ej, to −D} (4.29)
and
tb = min{Rj, to +D}. (4.30)
Rj is replaced by tmax if j /∈ χR. Note that from the sampling perspective, we are
effectively assuming that an observation (i.e., a diagnostic test for infectiousness) is
taken at to −D and at to +D, the first being negative and the second positive.
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Sampling of G1,j
Other than the joint sampling of E ′j and G
′
1,j which enables us to explore the joint
model space more effectively, separate updating of G′1,j is necessary for a thorough
exploration of the domain of G. We implement a simple updating algorithm for sam-
pling G′1,j - for an individual j ∈ χE, each nucleotide base G′i1,j is sampled uniformly
from the set ωN = {A,C,G, T}.
Sampling of θ
Each parameter in θ = (α, β, a, b, γ, η, κ, p, µ1, µ2) is updated sequentially with a
standard random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (see details in Chapter 2 and
in particular 3.3.8).
Sampling of GM and the initial value
The master sequence GM determines the source sequence for a particular cluster
and the choice of its initial value in MCMC is crucial. Specifically, we choose the
first observed sample in the population as the initial value. We implement a simple
updating algorithm similar to the updating of G1,j - each nucleotide base G
′i
M is
sampled uniformly from the set ωN \GiM .
Initial values of other parameters
In the application to FMDV (Section 4.6), we use α = 0.0002, β = 3.0, a = 2.0,
b = 2.0, µ = 8.0, κ = 0.1, µ1 = 0.0001 and µ2 = 0.00005 as the initial values. For
simulation studies (Section 4.3) each parameter in θ is initialised to be one half of its
true value. An initial value of Ij, j ∈ χI , is randomly drawn within a range to ±D.
Set the initial χE be χI (i.e., no cryptic exposures). Let χψ = {j ∈ χI |Ij ≤ tu} be
the set of possible sources for a particular individual i ∈ χE−1. The source of i, ψi,
is then randomly chosen from χψ. Note that in the case of fitting the full model,
a candidate drawn from Pe(ψ) is set to be ψi if it is also in χψ (see Section 4.2.5).
After initialising the transmission network and times of events (i.e., Ej and Ij), the
transmitted sequences are initialised sequentially in the order of Ej according to the
evolutionary model specified by Equation 4.2.
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4.3 Simulation studies
In this section we perform inference of transmission dynamics based on epidemics
simulated under conditions that reflect real-world scenarios, with the aim of assessing
the performance of our inference framework in a range of circumstances.
We also investigate the effect of having partial genetic data in two different ways, from
which the results should bear implications for future study designs. First, we investi-
gate the effect of sub-sampling of exposures, when sequence samples are available for
only a subset of exposures. Second, for both economic and computational efficiency
considerations, we also investigate the effect of partial genome sequencing, when only
a section of the genome is sequenced from each sample collected. Note that as the
transmitted sequences are imputed, unsampled exposures can be naturally included
and the effect of sub-sampling of exposures can be therefore studied. Specifically,
along with the experiment for the scenario with full sampling whereby every exposure
is sampled, we also consider scenarios where a sequence sample and the correspond-
ing sampling time may have a fixed probability to be excluded from observed data.
To enable a valid comparison, a scenario with a higher sampling percentage always
includes the samples in a scenario with a smaller sampling percentage. Also note that
when genetic data are not available (i.e., 0% of the exposures are sampled) only the
epidemic model in Section 4.2.1 is fitted.
4.3.1 Inference for epidemics with multiple clusters
To test our algorithm we first apply it to analyse spatio-temporal multiple-cluster
epidemics simulated in a population of size N = 150, whose locations are generated
independently from a uniform distribution over a square region, between times t =
0 and t = tmax = 60 (days). We assume that the epidemic start at time 0 and
evolve according to Equation (4.1). We firstly consider parameterisation with α =
0.0004, β = 8.0, K(dij, κ) = exp(−0.02dij), and that the sojourn times in classes E
and I follow Gamma(10, 0.5) and Weibull(2, 2) distributions respectively. Pathogen
sequences of length n = 8000 are transmitted upon infection and evolve according
to Equation (4.2) with µ1 = 0.002 (bases per day) and µ2 = 0.0005 (bases per
day). Also, each base of the master sequence GM is drawn uniformly from the set
ωN = {A,C,G, U} and we let p = 0.01. We also consider a second parameterisation
with a significantly higher primary transmission rate (hence expectedly with a larger
number of clusters) and higher mutation rates. In particular, we have α = 0.002,
β = 8.0, µ1 = 0.003, µ2 = 0.001 with other model parameters being the same as those
used above. We consider simulations with these two sets of parameters which give rise
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to a three-cluster epidemic and a six-cluster epidemic respectively. We consider the
case of (random) partial genome sequencing where n = 1000 (see later in Section 4.3.2
for a comparison between partial genome sequencing and full genome sequencing).
The observations y constitute only the sequences sampled from exposed individuals
and the corresponding known sampling times, a bounded range of the times and the
precise locations of transitions from E to I and the precise times and locations of
transitions from I to R that occur during the observation period.
We demonstrate the feasibility of imputing the distribution of background sequences
and hence allow inference of multiple-cluster transmission graphs. Specifically, we im-
pute the master sequence GM and the model parameter p along with the imputations
of other model parameters and unobserved data.
Estimation of the transmission graph and other model quantities
The (overall) coverage rate of an imputed transmission graph is here defined as the
proportion of infections for which the correct source is identified in the network. The
posterior distribution of the coverage rate is therefore a useful indicator of how well
the imputed networks match the true network. From Figure 4.3 we first notice that
in the case with full sampling, the transmission graph is typically recovered with
near-complete accuracy. It is also clear that the means of the posterior distribu-
tions of the coverage rate increases with the proportion of exposed individuals being
sampled.
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the posterior distributions of the model parameters
corresponding to three- and six-cluster epidemics respectively. Traceplots for the
100% and 50% sampling are shown in Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.9. We notice that the
parameter p (which governs the variation of the master sequence) can be accurately
estimated. Figure 4.4(a) and Figure 4.5(a) show that in general the credible intervals
of the epidemiological parameters become narrower when more genetic data become
available. This trend appears to be most prominent for β and κ, which is not surprising
given their roles in determining the transmission graph and the fact we have shown
above that the transmission graph is more accurately estimated when genetic data
are more readily available. Figure 4.4(b) and Figure 4.5(b) show similar but much
less prominent trends for the genetic model parameters. Note that as the times of
transitions from E to I are known within a bounded range (see also Section 4.2.6),
we do not observe significant differences among the scenarios for parameters γ and η.
When the proportion of sampling further reduces, the estimates of model parameters,
especially for the mutation rates and model parameters of latent period distributions,
become less robust (not shown).
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Figure 4.3: Posterior distributions of the overall coverage rate for the two multiple-
cluster epidemics. (a) 3-cluster; (b) 6-cluster
Inference with a known latent period distribution We have so far considered
estimations of the full set of model parameters under scenarios with at least 50% of
the exposures are sampled. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 demonstrate that a smaller
proportion of sampling (e.g., 20%) may be tolerated if some of the model parameters,
specifically the model parameters of the latent period distribution in this illustration,
are assumed to be known.
Estimation of the master sequence GM and the number of clusters Define
∆M as the number of bases differing between the imputed master sequence GM and
the actual one. Table 4.2 shows that the imputed master sequences match closely the
correct sequence with an insignificantly decreasing similarity between two sequences
when the proportion of sampling reduces in the three-cluster case. Table 4.3 shows
that the number of clusters, Nc, is also well-recovered by the posterior samples with
a slight tendency of over-estimation when the proportion of sampling reduces.
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Figure 4.4: Posterior distributions of the model parameters (with the three-cluster
epidemic). Dotted lines represent the true values of the model parameters. a) Epi-
demiological parameters; (b) Evolutionary model parameters
Table 4.2: Summaries of the posterior distribution of the number of differing bases
between a particular imputed sequence and the actual master sequence GM . The
mean of ∆M is followed by the standard deviation in brackets
Sampling% 100% 80% 50%
∆M (3-cluster) 0.28 (0.52) 0.43 (0.63) 0.64 (0.82)
∆M (6-cluster) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
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Figure 4.5: Posterior distributions of the model parameters (with the six-cluster epi-
demic). a) Epidemiological parameters; (b) Evolutionary model parameters
Table 4.3: Summaries of the posterior distribution of the number of cluster Nc. The
mean of number of clusters is followed by the standard deviation in brackets
Sampling% 100% 80% 50% 0%
Nc (3-cluster) 3.04 (0.21) 3.08 (0.27) 3.13 (0.39) 3.73 (2.84)
Nc (6-cluster) 6.0 (0.0) 6.50 (0.70) 6.91 (1.02) 6.75 (5.06)
Estimation of individual coverage and identification of clusters
The (overall) coverage rate gives a broad measure of the recovery of the transmis-
sion graph. Here we examine the posterior distribution of the source of infection of96
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Figure 4.6: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters in the case with
100% sampling (with the three-cluster epidemic). Dotted lines represent the true
values of the model parameters.
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Figure 4.7: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters in the case with
50% sampling (with the three-cluster epidemic). Dotted lines represent the true values
of the model parameters.
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Figure 4.8: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters in the case with
100% sampling (with the six-cluster epidemic). Dotted lines represent the true values
of the model parameters.
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Figure 4.9: Traceplots of the posterior samples of model parameters in the case with
50% sampling (with the six-cluster epidemic). Dotted lines represent the true values
of the model parameters.
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Figure 4.10: Posterior distributions of model parameters and the cover rate from
fitting the three-cluster epidemic data with sampling proportion 20% (assuming the
latent period distribution is known).
a particular exposure. Define the posterior individual coverage rate for a particular
infection to be the proportion under the posterior distribution of transmission graph
with which the true source of infection is correctly identified. Figure 4.12 shows the
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Figure 4.11: Posterior distributions of model parameters and the cover rate from
fitting the six-cluster epidemic data with sampling proportion 20% (assuming the
latent period distribution is known).
posterior individual coverage rate of all exposures at scenarios with different sampling
percentages and it is noticed that the individual coverage rate in general increases with
the sampling percentage. It is also noticed that the primary infections (indicated by
102
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Figure 4.12: Posterior individual coverage of the source of infection (see main text)
in scenarios with sampling 100%, 80%, 50% and 0%. The black + indicate the actual
primary cases. (a) 3-cluster; (b) 6-cluster
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black + signs) are frequently identified (i.e., high individual coverage rates), particu-
larly in the scenarios with sequence samples.
Another natural question to ask is whether the clusters of transmission can be accu-
rately identified by our analysis. In order to investigate this we consider two measures
that can be calculated over posterior samples of the transmission graph and whose
posterior expectations quantify the accuracy with which primary infections are iden-
tified in the inference. These are as follows:
1. For each infection we estimate the cluster identification rate, namely the propor-
tion under the posterior distribution of the transmission graph with which the
true primary infection leading to the given infection is correctly identified (i.e.,
the correct primary infection appears as the root of the sub-graph containing
the given infection).
2. For each infection we estimate the (primary) ancestor identification rate, namely
the proportion under the posterior distribution of the transmission graph with
which the true primary infection leading to the given infection appears on the
path from the infection to the root of the sub-graph.
Clearly, measure (1) will be lower than (2) since the conditions for ‘success’ are
stronger. By estimating these quantities, are able to quantify the extent to which
the link between primary and secondary infections, and hence the clusters of trans-
mission, is accurately identified in the inferential procedure. For a given transmission
graph, we can identify the total number of infections that are linked to the correct
primary infection according to the criteria used in the definition of (1) and (2) above
to provide two alternative summary statistics of the graph that capture the extent to
which attribution to primary infection has been inferred in the graph.
Here we focus on the analysis of the six-cluster epidemic. From Figure 4.13 and
Figure 4.14 we first notice that the primary-to-secondary infection links, and hence
the clusters, can be reasonably inferred in the scenarios with sequence samples. Also,
the difference between high and low sampling levels is insignificant compared to the
difference of individual coverage rates observed in Figure 4.3(b) and to the difference of
overall coverage rates observed in Figure 4.3. These results indicate that the clusters
may be accurately identified even in scenarios with a relatively small percentage of
sampling while the transmission graph may be less accurately inferred. Note that
in the scenario with no sequence data the cluster identification rate for cluster 5 is
low (see Figure 4.13), which indicates that the root of the cluster is not frequently
identified as a primary infection (also see Figure 4.3(b)); nevertheless, the ancestors
of the cases in this cluster can be accurately estimated (see Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.13: Posterior cluster identification rate of the infections (see main text),
within each actual cluster of the six-cluster epidemic, in scenarios with sampling
100%, 80%, 50% and 0%.
Effect of mutation rates on inference
In previous sections we have chosen the model parameters for simulated scenarios,
using values arising from practical considerations (Lau et al, 2014b; Morelli et al, 2012;
Ypma et al, 2012; Ferguson et al, 2001). In particular, the number of nucleotide bases
and the mutation rates are chosen to lie within the respective ranges of these quantities
for common animal viruses (Mettenleiter and Sobrino, 2008; Morelli et al, 2012; Ypma
et al, 2012). In this section, we also investigate the effect of mutation rates, parameters
that make a key contribution to the likelihood, on inference by considering pathogens
with much smaller mutations rates (e.g., foot-and-mouth disease pathogen) than those
we have considered. Notably, results show that the estimation of the full set of
model parameters is still feasible under the scenario with only 10% of sub-sampling
(Figure 4.15), in contrast to 50% in previous sections. This could indicate that when
mutation rates are higher, in which case the transmitted sequences on exposures may
be more distinct individually to each other, more individual data (i.e., the sequence
105
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Figure 4.14: Posterior (primary) ancestor identification rate of the infections (see
main text), within each actual cluster of the six-cluster epidemic, in scenarios with
sampling 100%, 80%, 50% and 0%.
samples) on the exposures may be required for robust inference.
The mutation rates of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) pathogens are much lower than
that considered in the Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 but are known to be sufficiently high
that the sampled sequences can provide significant information on the transmission
graph (Ypma et al, 2012; Morelli et al, 2012). In this section we consider an epidemic
with mutation rates in keeping with the FMD scenario. In particular, we set β = 8.0,
µ1 = 10−4, µ2 = 5×10−5 with other model parameters being set to the values used for
simulating the three-cluster epidemic in Section 4.3.1. We note that the value of the
variation parameter p = 0.01 may relate to the number of variant nucleotides among
the sample sequences collected during the FMD outbreak in 2001 in UK (Cottam et al,
2008). In order to discern any resulting differences due to the change of mutation rates
and genetic data, we consider a particular simulation yielding the same epidemic data
as the three-cluster epidemic mentioned above.
Notably, Figure 4.15 shows that the estimation of the full set of model parameters is
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still feasible under the scenario with only 10% of sub-sampling (in contrast to 50%
in other sections with higher mutation rates). Results concerning the transmission
graph and coverage rates are similar to previous sections (see Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17,




















































































Figure 4.15: Posterior distributions of the model parameters for the epidemic with
lower mutation rates.
Inference based on pseudo-likelihood approach
In this section we demonstrate the performance of the pseudo-likelihood approach pro-
posed in Morelli et al (2012) (see Equation 4.8). We fit the same model considered in
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Figure 4.16: Posterior distributions of the overall coverage rate for the epidemic with
lower mutation rates. Notice that, at the low sampling percentage, 10%, the avail-
ability of genetic data may not improve significantly the estimation of the coverage
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Figure 4.17: Posterior individual coverage of the sources of infection for the epidemic
with lower mutation rates in scenarios with sampling 100%, 50%, 10% and 0%. The
black + indicate the actual primary cases.
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Figure 4.18: Posterior cluster identification rate of the infections, within each actual
cluster of the epidemic with lower mutation rates, in scenarios with sampling 100%,
50%, 10% and 0%.
Section 4.3.1 to the 3-cluster epidemic but using the pseudo-likelihood to approximate
the evolutionary process and not imputing the transmitted sequences. We consider
only the full-sampling case where every exposure has a sampled sequence. Figure 4.20
shows that the posterior distributions of most of the model parameters deviate sig-
nificantly from the true values (also compare with Figure 4.4 where our approach is
deployed). Note that our approach can estimate the mutation rates reliably but we
have to assume these rates to be known when using the pseudo-likelihood approach,
for otherwise we are not able to obtain a converged and well-mixing chain (not shown
here).
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Figure 4.19: Posterior (primary) ancestor identification rate of the infections, within
each actual cluster of the epidemic with lower mutation rates, in scenarios with sam-
pling 100%, 50%, 10% and 0%.
4.3.2 Inference for epidemics with single cluster
In this section we consider the more restrictive single-cluster scenario, which is most
commonly assumed in the literature. Our framework can be easily adapted to a
single-cluster scenario by disregarding the process of generating the background se-
quences (see also Section 4.2.4). We assume α = 0.0004, β = 10.0 and other model
parameters being the same as those used for simulating the three-cluster epidemic (see
also Section 4.3.1). We consider a particular simulation giving rise to a single-cluster
epidemic. We also compare the case of partial genome sequencing with the case that
where full genome sequencing is considered.
The transmission graph and the model parameters can be accurately estimated and
the effect of sub-sampling of exposures is similar to that observed in multiple-cluster
scenarios (see Figure 4.22 to 4.24). Figure 4.21 demonstrates that a higher degree
of sequencing of the genome gives rise to narrower credible intervals for µ1 and µ2
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Figure 4.20: Posterior distributions of model parameters using pseudo-likelihood ap-
proach proposed in Morelli et al (2012), assuming mutation rates are known. Dotted
lines indicate the true model parameters. Note that the model parameter p and the
master sequence GM are irrelevant in using the pseudo-likelihood approach.
compared to the case with partial genome sequencing. It reveals that partial genome
sequencing may be sufficient if the transmission graph and epidemiological model
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Figure 4.21: Posterior distributions of the mutation rates (with the single-cluster
epidemic). (a) n = 1000; (b) n = 8000
parameters are of primary interest as the quality of the estimation appears robust to
reduction of the amount of sequencing of the genome (Figure 4.22 to 4.24).
To show that the increasing genetic data systematically provides extra information
on the transmission dynamics, extensive simulation studies are conducted in Sec-
tion 4.4.
Computing time and other benchmarks
Our analysis was coded in C++ language (executed on a system with an Intel(R),
i7-2600, 3.40GHz CPU). To provide a benchmark, we report the computing time and
some key features of the Markov chain from the simulated example in Section 4.3.2
where full genome sequencing and full sampling of exposures were considered (i.e.,
population size N = 150, sequence length n = 8000 and sampling%=100). Conver-
gence and mixing of the chain were assessed on the basis of visual inspection. The
effective sample size of model parameters were computed using a package (Plummer
et al, 2006) available in the statistical software R.
We obtained a converged and well-mixed chain with a reasonable effective sample
size (400,000 iterations after 50,000 burn-in). The computing time was 63803.28
seconds (17.7 hours) which is considered to be practical and efficient (Ster et al, 2009;
Morelli et al, 2012). Note that the computing time will be greatly reduced in the
case of partial genome sequencing (e.g., when n = 1000). The effective size was
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Figure 4.22: Posterior distributions of the overall coverage rate (with the single-cluster
epidemic). (a) n = 1000; (b) n = 8000
Effθ = (286, 912, 998, 5380, 1950, 7416, 9945, 30133) with elements corresponding to
parameters in θ = (β, a, b, γ, η, κ, µ1, µ2).
4.4 More simulated epidemics
In this section we consider 15 random independent replicates of epidemics in which
there are respectively 5 of them simulated from each of the 3 sets of the model param-
eters adopted in the Section 4.3.1 where multiple cluster scenario was investigated.
All the epidemics considered here are of more than one cluster. To recap, compared
to the first set of model parameters, the second set of model parameters is charac-
terised by a higher background transmission rate and hence is expected to give rise
to epidemics with higher number of clusters than those from the first and third set
of model parameters; the third set of model parameters is characterised by the lower
mutation rates which match with foot-and-mouth disease.
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Figure 4.23: Violin plots showing the posterior distributions of the model parameters
(with the single-cluster epidemic and number of bases n = 1000). Dashed lines
represent the actual values of the model parameters. (a) Epidemiological parameters;
(b) Evolutionary model parameters
For epidemics simulated from the first and second sets of model parameters, we com-
pare the estimation performance at sampling levels 100%, 50% and 0% of the expo-
sures. For epidemics simulated from the third set of model parameters, we compare the
estimation performance at sampling levels 100%, 10% and 0% of the exposures.
Table 4.4 to 4.6 show the absolute difference between the number of clusters obtained
from the posterior samples and the actual number of clusters, denoted as ∆Nc. They
also show the number of different bases (out of 1,000) between the imputed master
sequence GM and the actual ones, denoted as ∆M , and the overall coverage rate
obtained from the posterior samples. It is observed that ∆Nc and ∆M in general
increase when the sampling percentage reduces. When no genetic data are available
the mean number of ∆Nc and its variation are quite significant. Also, comparing the
values of ∆M from Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 reveals that the estimation of GM may
become more reliable when the number of cluster increases. In fact, it is observed that
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Figure 4.24: Posterior distributions of the model parameters (with the single-cluster
epidemic and number of bases n = 8000)
when there are less than 3 clusters in the actual epidemic (e.g., Replicate 1, Replicate
3 and Replicate 5 in Table 4.4), ∆M becomes more significant. The coverage rate
increases with the sampling percentage and becomes less dispersed.
In previous sections, it is observed that dispersion and hence the uncertainties in the
model parameters estimates in general increase when the sampling % drops and this
effect appears to be most dominant for the secondary transmission rate β and the
spatial kernel parameter κ. Table 4.7 to Table 4.9, which show the sample means and
standard deviations of the posterior samples of β and κ, suggest similar findings. Note
that for the third set (characterised by lower mutation rates and shown to have higher
tolerance to level of sub-sampling) we have considered sampling level 10% (instead of
50%) and the difference with 0% is not very significant.
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Chapter 4: Integrated analysis of epidemic and genetic data
4.5 Contribution of genetic data to model assess-
ment
In Chapter 3 we have shown that effective model assessment of a general spatio-
temporal model may be achieved by proposing suitably designed non-centred pa-
rameterisation schemes and imputing the corresponding residuals, whose sampling
distributions are known, in such a manner that posterior distributions are sensitive
to mis-specifications of particular components of the model. In this section, we inves-
tigate how the genetic data may help in assessing, in particular, the goodness-of-fit
of a specified spatial kernel by utilising the so-called Infection-link Residual (ILR).
Specifically, we consider fitting three forms of spatial kernel:
• An exponentially-bounded kernel (Kernel A): K(dij, κ1) = exp(−κ1dij);
• A power-law kernel (Kernel B): K(dij, κ2) = d−κ2ij ;




It is noted that Kernel A is the correct spatial kernel.
To recap, the set of ILR, hereinafter denoted as r = {r1, r2, · · · , rne} where ne is the to-
tal number of exposures, uniquely determines the respective infection link (i.e., source
of infection) for every exposure. The distribution of r can be shown to be U(0, 1)
under their construction scheme and the model assumption given by Equation 4.1
and is independent a priori of the form of the spatial kernel. Its posterior samples,
hereinafter denoted as r˜, can be easily imputed in standard data augmentation al-
gorithms such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) by inverting the construction
procedures of ILR and imputing the infection links. On applying a classical test to r˜
for its compliance with U(0, 1), a posterior distribution of p-values is generated from
which the evidence against the model assumption can be discerned. Specifically, we
measure the evidence against the model by pi(P (r˜) < 0.05|y), the proportion of the
posterior p-values which are less than 0.05. Anderson-Darling hypothesis test (Lewis,
1961) is adopted (for details see Chapter 3). We consider the six-cluster epidemic
data mentioned in the last section.
In previous sections we have shown that increased availability of genetic data improves
the estimation of the transmission graph. Given that the imputations of r˜ rely on the
imputed infection links (equivalently the transmission graph), increased availability
of genetic data may potentially increase the sensitivity of the test based on r˜ over the
mis-specification of the model. Table 4.10 shows that this improvement of sensitivity
is indeed achieved. In Table 4.10 we notice that when an incorrect spatial kernel
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Table 4.10: Values of pi(P (r˜) < 0.05|y), where y is the observed data, estimated from
2,000 posterior samples of ILR computed from the six-cluster epidemic under different
model assumptions regarding the spatial kernel (noted that Kernel A is the correct
spatial kernel)
pi(P (r˜) < 0.05|y)
Sampling 100% 80% 50% 0%
Kernel A 10% 10% 9% 13%
Kernel B 50% 39% 36% 28%
Kernel C 100% 100% 100% 78%
(Kernel B or Kernel C) is used, stronger evidence against the model is discerned as
more genetic data become available. Note that a power-law kernel (Kernel B) and
the exponentially-bounded kernel (Kernel A) appear to be more capable at mimicking
each other, particularly when there are not many observations corresponding to very-
short and very-long transmissions, and hence the test sensitivity is lower in general
compared to the case of fitting Kernel C. Also note that when the correct kernel is
used, no significant evidence against the model is elicited.
4.6 Case study: spread of foot-and-mouth disease
virus in UK (Darlington, Durham county, 2001)
In this section we apply our algorithm to a localised FMDV outbreak that occurred
in the UK (Darlington, Durham County) in 2001 in which 12 infected premises were
observed and each premises was sampled to obtain one virus sequence (Cottam et al,
2008; Morelli et al, 2012) with sequence length of sequence n = 8176. The geographical
locations, the sampling times and removal (i.e., culling) times of the infected premises
were reported. Estimated onset dates of lesions were also provided by experts at the
times of sampling. The data were previously analysed by Morelli et al (2012) in one
of the first important attempts to jointly consider epidemiological and genetic data
in a dynamic framework. They adopted a pseudo-likelihood approach which does not
account for unobserved transmitted sequences. Here we analyse the data using our
methodology.
Similar to previous sections, we fit a spatial SEIR model to data. In particular, we
assume that sojourn times in classes E and I follow Gamma(a, b) characterised by
the shape a and scale b and Exp(µ) characterised by the mean µ respectively; and
the spatial kernel is assumed to be exp(−κdij). The model is fitted to the data using
methods as described in Section 4.2.5. We consider whole genome sequencing in this
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section. The estimated onset dates of lesions provide important information on the
starting dates of infectiousness for infected premises as these two dates were suggested
to be close to each other (Charleston et al, 2011). To incorporate uncertainty in the
estimated lesion onset dates, for each infected premises we allow the infectious times
to vary within a 14-day interval centered at the estimated lesion onset dates provided.
It is noted that, given that the maximum of the estimated durations between lesion
onset times and sampling times is 7 days, 14 days may represent a conservative upper
bound of the estimation uncertainty.
4.6.1 Revisiting the inference of the transmission dynam-
ics
Inference for the mutation rates and the transmission graph
The mutation rates have a very significant contribution to the likelihood and therefore
to the joint inference of epidemic and evolutionary process. Application of our method
enables us to estimate the mutation rates (Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26), which were
assumed to be known in Morelli et al (2012). Note that we allow two types of mutation
(transition and transversion) while previous analyses (Cottam et al, 2008; Morelli
et al, 2012) assumed a single aggregate mutation rate. Nevertheless, the orders of
magnitude of our estimated mutation rates are consistent with the literature (Cottam
et al, 2008; Mettenleiter and Sobrino, 2008).
Figure 4.27 shows the transmission graphs with the highest and second highest poste-
rior probability. We first notice that our results validate the single-cluster assumption
made by Morelli et al (2012). Similar to their analysis, the premises K was also identi-
fied as the index case of the transmission with high posterior probability. The longest
transmission sub-path (i.e., K → F → G → I → J) coincides with their estimate.
The most probable infection sources for premises O and L were also identical to ours.
The infection sources of remaining premises were not entirely consistent with our es-
timate - for example, the sources for premises C and P were only identical to ours
in our second most probable transmission graph, and the source for premises M was
identified to be premises O instead of premises D. Nevertheless, the posterior of
the transmission graph which we obtain is largely consistently with the earlier analy-
sis, reinforcing the argument that pseudo-likelihood approach may be effective if the
transmission network is of primary interest.
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Figure 4.25: Posterior distributions of the mean latent period, denoted as µlat, and of
the transition rate µ1 and transversion rate µ2. The grey dashed line and the dotted
line indicate the median value of µlat obtained from our analysis and from Morelli
et al (2012) respectively.
Figure 4.26: Traceplots for the posterior samples of the mean latent period and of the
transition rate and transversion rate.
Inference for the latent period
The typical value of the latent period (i.e., sojourn times in class E) of FMD suggested
in the literature is around 5 days (with 95% confidence interval [1,12]) (Charleston
et al, 2011; Keeling et al, 2001). However, with the same dataset, the median of the
mean latent period was estimated to be much higher (24 days with 95% C.I. [17 days,
35 days]) (Morelli et al, 2012). These authors hypothesised that the over-estimation
was likely due to the scenario that some of the infected premises in the data were
actually infected by undetected infectious premises. Figure 4.25 shows the posterior
distribution of the mean latent period obtained using our method. It suggests a
significantly lower median value of the mean latent period, 14.2 days, compared with
the previous estimate of 24 days. Although our estimated mean latent period is
much closer to the range suggested in the literature it is nevertheless distinctly high,
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Figure 4.27: (a) The transmission graph with highest posterior probability, 0.89; (b)
The transmission graph with the second highest posterior probability, 0.08. The
same set of labels of premises used in Morelli et al (2012) are adopted for to facilitate
comparison.
supporting the notion that undetected infected premises may play a role (Morelli et al,
2012).
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Figure 4.28: Posterior distributions of the full set of model parameters obtained from
fitting the model to 10 independently simulated datasets obtained by adding 300
randomly assigned susceptible premises to the 2001 FMD data (grey curves). The
posteriors corresponding to the case without considering susceptibles are coloured in
black. Non-informative flat priors are used for model parameters. Note that the
posterior distributions of p appear to be almost the same as its prior (i.e., U(0, 1))
- to facilitate comparison, the posteriors of log(p−1) are presented, and they look
almost identical to an Exp(1) = log(U(0, 1)−1) represented by the red dotted line,
which suggests that the data are not sufficient for estimating p (see more discussion
in Section 4.7).
4.6.2 Inclusion of unreported susceptibles
The number and locations of susceptible premises in the region were not reported
and therefore were not considered in the earlier analysis (Morelli et al, 2012). In this
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Figure 4.29: Posterior distributions of the full set of model parameters obtained from
fitting the model to 10 independently simulated datasets obtained by adding 100
randomly assigned susceptible premises to the 2001 FMD data (grey curves).
section we investigate the effect of unreported susceptibles on estimation by first ran-
domly assigning 300 susceptible premises in a minimal rectangular region (253 km2)
which encompasses the sampled premises. Note that the number of susceptible farms
(300) we choose ensures that the farm density in the area we consider is consistent
with the crude farm density across Durham County (Defra, 2009; Robinson, 2007).
Results show that most of the model parameters, except the primary and secondary
transmission rates, are robust to the inclusion of a considerable number of susceptible
(Figure 4.28). In particular, we notice that the mean latent period is only slightly af-
fected. The posterior distribution of the transmission graph is largely unaffected (not
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Figure 4.30: Posterior distributions of the full set of model parameters obtained from
fitting the model to 10 independently simulated datasets obtained by adding 500
randomly assigned susceptible premises to the 2001 FMD data (grey curves).
shown). A lower level of farm density (100 susceptible premises) and a higher farm
density (500 susceptible premises) are also considered. Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30
suggest similar findings observed in Figure 4.28.
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4.7 Validation of the methodology
4.7.1 Fitting a full model to epidemic data
In this section we perform a verification on the implementations of the part of our
algorithm for sampling the unobserved sequences and transmission graphs (fitting
the six-cluster epidemic simulated above). While estimation of the full set of model
parameters is not feasible given insufficient genetic data, we consider a minimally
sufficient case in which we compare the posterior distributions of the coverage rate
and κ obtained respectively from two scenarios - in scenario I, we assume no genetic
data and fit the full model (epidemic and genetic model); in scenario II, assume no
genetic data and fit only the epidemic model. Assuming other model parameters to
be known, we also impute the times of exposures in both scenarios, and in Scenario I
we impute unobserved transmitted sequences, the master sequence and the transmis-
sion graphs which are the key components of our algorithm. Theoretically, the two
scenarios should give identical posterior distributions as the observed data are the
same. Figure 4.31 shows that the posterior distributions of the coverage rate and κ
appear to have no significant difference, which in turn supports our algorithm. Note
that the insignificant difference between the posterior (cumulative) distributions of
the coverage rate is likely to be caused by numerical rounding behaviours due to the
vast difference in model dimensions and hence in the magnitudes of likelihood values.
In fact, the posterior (non-cumulative) densities suggest very similar coverages rates-
in scenario I, the coverage rate has mean 0.68 and a standard deviation 0.027; in
scenario II, the coverage rate has mean 0.68 and standard deviation 0.028.
4.7.2 Posterior distribution of parameter p for the FMD out-
break (Darlington, 2001)
Figure 4.28 shows that the posterior distributions of p look almost the same as its
prior. Heuristically speaking, the data are informative about p when there are multiple
clusters (i.e., when there are multiple background sequences S1,S2,. . . derived from the
master sequence GM). Since single-cluster transmission graphs are highly supported
by our analysis, should our algorithm be efficient in exploring the sequence and tree
space and correctly implemented we would expect the posterior p to be identical to its
prior as the data give no extra information on p. Here we also state a mathematical
argument to support our notion above.
Proposition 4.7.1 Conditioning on a single-cluster transmission graph and on each
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Figure 4.31: Comparisons between the posterior distributions of the coverage rates
and of κ obtained from fitting two models, the full model (Scenario I) and the epidemic
model (Scenario II), to the epidemic data (no sampled sequences).
base of the master sequence GM is being proposed uniformly from the set ωN =
{A,C,G, T}, the posterior of p would be identical to its prior.
Proof Denoting pi(p) and pi(p|S) as the the prior and the posterior distribution (given
the only one background sequence S for the cluster) of p respectively, we have
pi(p|S) ∝ pi(p)×∑
GM
P (GM)× P (S|p,GM)
∝ pi(p)×∑
GM
P (S|p,GM) (∵ P (GM) = constant)
= pi(p)×∑
GM
P (GM |p, S)
= pi(p)
The last equality holds as
∑
GM
P (GM |p, S) = 1.
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Note that when there are more than one cluster, the second equality does not hold
(i.e., P (S1, S2, . . . |p,GM) 6= P (GM |p, S1, S2, . . . )).
4.8 Discussion
In response to the increasing availability of genetic data of pathogens in epidemic
outbreaks, substantial progress has also been made in the realm of the joint analy-
sis of epidemiological and genetic data (Ypma et al, 2012, 2013; Morelli et al, 2012;
Jombart et al, 2014; Cottam et al, 2008). The literature has focused, successfully, on
imputing the transmission tree among the population by adopting pseudo-likelihood
like approaches. These approaches, however, do not take the unobserved transmitted
sequences into account and make some key simplifying assumptions on the trans-
mission dynamics, such as assuming independence among subtrees of transmission,
and moreover they focused only on the single-cluster epidemic. Unequivocally, other
model parameters such as the timing of exposures, the transmission rate and the spa-
tial kernel parameters also play a key role in predicting, managing and controlling
the epidemics (Parry et al, 2014; Lau et al, 2014b; Ster et al, 2009; Ferguson et al,
2001) but have received less attention. Therefore, there is a need for methods that
can more comprehensively capture both the epidemiological and evolutionary pro-
cess. However, a more exact analysis of the joint process requires consideration of
the unobserved transmitted sequences, which in general is hindered by the vast model
dimension mainly contributed by the combination of the transmission graph space
with the sequence space.
Primarily, we show that an efficient joint imputation of the graph and transmitted
sequences is feasible, and the epidemiological and evolutionary model parameters can
be reasonably recovered. A key feature arising from imputing the transmitted se-
quence is that exposures without a sampled sequence can be naturally incorporated
into the transmission dynamics in contrast to pseudo-likelihood approaches which
only consider sampled exposures. Our method is also validated by computer exper-
iments and mathematical arguments. Results show that the transmission graph is
more accurately estimated when more genetic data are available. Particularly, in the
scenario with full sampling the transmission graph can be fully or almost fully recov-
ered. Genetic data may also greatly improve the precision of the estimation of the
epidemiological model parameters, the secondary transmission rate and the spatial
kernel parameter in particular.
The more general scenario with an unknown number of clusters of transmission has
not been well addressed with respect to joint analysis of epidemiological and genetic
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data. We explore the scenario that background sequence is a random variant of a
so-called (unobserved) master sequence and we pursue the imputation of this master
sequence and the parameter which governs the random variation process. Results
show that the imputations of these unknown quantities are feasible and they can be
accurately estimated.
Results also support the use of partial genome data, bearing important implications
for future study designs. For example, we show that it can be desirable, for both
economic and computational purposes, to consider partial genome sequencing if the
primary interests are the transmission graph and the epidemiological parameters.
For pathogens with very high mutation rates, the estimation of full set of model
parameters may be feasible given only a relatively small percentage of sub-sampling
of the exposed cases if the latent period distribution is assumed to be known. With
moderate to high mutation rates, a small percentage of sub-sampling of exposed cases
may be sufficient for full estimation. Also, clusters may be identified when only a
small sub-sampling percentage of cases are sampled.
The form of the spatial kernel has an important implication on the prediction and
control of epidemic outbreaks and in Chapter 3 we have shown that mis-specification
the spatial kernel can be detected through the use of imputed residuals. In this
chapter we further show that increased availability of genetic data may reinforce the
sensitivity of this test on the mis-specification of the spatial kernel, particularly when
the observed epidemic data alone do not suggest much difference between competing
models.
Application of our method to a FMD spread in 2001 in the UK demonstrates that a
more realistic estimate of the latent period is achieved, compared to those in earlier
literature, and that the mutation rates can be estimated. This highlights the impor-
tance of explicitly taking into account the transmitted sequences for constructing a
more accurate and integrated representation of the transmission dynamics, aiming at
reliable prediction and effective management of disease outbreaks.
There are limitations to our work. For instance, by assuming a dominant strain on
an exposure at any time point, we have not considered the within-host dynamic of
the pathogens which renders our framework more appropriate for acute infectious
pathogens or for situations with a narrow transmission bottleneck. Nevertheless, as
pointed out in Ypma et al (2013), the within-host effective pathogen population size
and pathogen generation time required to estimate the within-host dynamic may
not be available in general. A neutral evolution model without accounting for any
selection pressure is assumed. Also, we have not considered heterogeneity over sites
which may be represented by introducing additional mutation parameters. Related
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potential future work will be discussed in Chapter 5. We have, nevertheless, shown
that our algorithm works under a various realistic scenarios and can enhance our
understanding to the transmission dynamics of a real-world epidemic.
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Conclusion and future work
5.1 Conclusion to the thesis
The work in this thesis represents advances in addressing two key challenges in epi-
demiological and ecological modelling: the lack of an effective and easily deployable
model-assessment tool and a statistically sound joint inferential framework for epi-
demic and evolutionary processes.
As discussed in previous chapters, predicted dynamics of epidemiological and eco-
logical systems can be extremely sensitive to the choice of model, with consequent
implications for the design of control strategies (Ster et al, 2009; Ferguson et al, 2001;
Fraser et al, 2004; Filipe and Maule, 2004). In particular, it is well-known that the
spatial transmission mechanisms are difficult to assess in practice yet have major
implications for optimal control strategies. Earlier work (Box, 1980) has champi-
oned the view that Bayesian and classical reasoning are natural approaches to follow
for parameter estimation and model criticism respectively and therefore should be
used in combination. In Chapter 3 we have presented a statistical framework that
combines classical and Bayesian reasoning in testing for mis-specifications of a spatio-
temporal model by investigating the consistency of imputed latent residuals with a
known sampling distribution using a classical hypothesis test. The latent-residual
testing framework proposed enables targeted assessments to specified components of
general spatio-temporal process (including the spatial kernel) as each type of residual
is designed to be sensitive to a particular model component. The idea of reconstruct-
ing such processes with latent residuals is indeed very general and modellers are not
restricted to the residuals processes proposed. That is they may design other residual
processes that serve their own purposes. For example, while in Chapter 3 we have
designed the Infection-link Residuals to distinguish kernels with distinct properties
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at short and long distances, alternative designs of the residuals may be considered
if the goal is to distinguish other properties (see discussion in 3.4.1). We have also
shown that our approach can inform modellers of the nature of the model misspec-
ification and not just the degree of mis-specification, thus enabling a finer diagnosis
than that is possible with conventional model assessment tools. Analysis of simulated
epidemics and data on the spread of an invasive species in the UK demonstrates how
our model testing framework can be utilised to diagnose the model fit and how the
results can be interpreted in practice. The fine model diagnostics enabled by our
framework could lead to a better risk assessment of future spread and therefore more
appropriately targeted control measures, which results in more efficient management
of disease by reducing costs and harm they cause. A R package EpiResTest (Lau and
Pollock, 2014) is built (beta version) to implement the latent-residual tests developed
in Chapter 3 (see details in Appendix A).
Substantial progress has been made recently on integrating epidemic and genetic data
to infer the transmission network in an epidemic. The use of pseudo-likelihood has
proved effective in estimating the transmission network. However, there has been less
progress on methods of robust inference for other aspects of the transmission dynamics
which are important in predicting and managing disease outbreaks. In Chapter 4 we
show that unobserved transmitted sequences can be imputed effectively and the trans-
mission dynamics can be reasonably recovered in the presence of exposures without
observed sequences. We also show that increased availability of genetic data can aid
the estimation of epidemiological model parameters, and we demonstrate the value of
partial genomic data in quantifying outbreaks which has important implications for
sampling designs of future studies. Moreover, we demonstrate that genetic data may
enhance our ability to detect mis-specification of the spatial transmission mechanism
when they are used in combination with the residual methods of Chapter 3. The
proposed framework is subsequently applied to analyse a localised spread of foot-and-
mouth disease virus in the UK and we show that understanding to the transmission
dynamics can be greatly enhanced.
Potential future developments are discussed now.
5.2 Future developments for the residual testing
5.2.1 A sequential approach
In Chapter 3 we have proposed a sequential latent-residual testing approach which
may be more sensitive than the non-sequential approach presented earlier in that
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chapter, when there is more evidence of model mis-specification contained in the
early observations of an epidemic. However, from the point of view of a classical
observer, it is still not appropriate to claim that this (sequential) testing procedure
has a known type I error, for the critical values ci derived for the sequential approach
are required to be re-computed when the sample size of the epidemic changes (i.e.,
to a classical observer, the testing result still depends on the random realisation of
the number of exposures in the epidemic). One possible solution may be to consider
the classic sequential likelihood ratio test proposed by Wald (1973) where we are
not required to pre-specify the testing levels of the sample size. However, to use
Wald’s approach, we have to specify a distribution model of the residual process in
the alternative hypothesis, which may render it potentially suitable only when there is
a certain type of model mis-specification in mind to be tested (so that the alternative
may be formulated). Also, in this sequential approach the choice of the number and
size of the m subsets of the full residual sample can be subjective and arbitrary, there
may be an optimal subsetting scheme (e.g., by relating it to the instantaneous growth
rates of an epidemic), which requires further investigations.
5.2.2 Exposure Time Residuals (ETR)
Scrutiny of ETR has not offered much potential to detect mis-specification of the
model in the scenarios considered in Chapter 3. The confounding effects (i.e., the test
sensitivity relies on the assumption of other model components not being assessed) we
explored in 3.7.1 may actually point to a further research direction − as the posterior
samples of ETR summarise the entire model structure (see the construction of ETR
in section 3.3.2), it should be more prone to confounding effects. ETR may become
sensitive and useful under scenarios where the sources of such confounding effects are
limited − for example, future work may investigate how it performs when the latent
period distribution, which is believed to have a direct effect on the exposure time,
is assumed to be known. Also, ETR might become useful when the assumption of
Exp(1) threshold no longer holds (Streftaris and Gibson, 2012).
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5.3 Future developments for the joint analysis of
epidemic and genetic data
5.3.1 Modelling within-host dynamics
As discussed in 2.2.4, the evolutionary model considered in Chapter 4 is an abstraction
of a much more complex biological world. A key extension is to model the within-host
diversity of the pathogens which has not been captured by Equation 4.2.
We can consider a Yule process (Yule, 1925) (a binary branching process) which asserts
that each strain has a constant rate λ at which it gives birth to a new strain. Figure 5.1
illustrates a realisation of the Yule process starting with a single strain as it evolves
to four strains at time t.
Figure 5.1: An illustration of a Yule process. Starting from one strain, after going
through 3 birth events at 3 nodes (indicated by the black dots), evolves to 4 strains








Probabilistic distribution of the number of strains nt
Let td = (td1 , td2 , . . . , tdnt−1) be the vector of time between the respective nodes (i.e.,
the divergent times) and t, where nt is the total number of strains at time t (e.g.,
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nt=4 in Figure 5.1).
It can be shown that nt (Cox and Lewis, 1966; Rannala, 1997) follows a negative
binomial distribution with parameters n0 and 1− e−λt. That is,





e−n0λt(1− e−λt)nt−n0 . (5.1)
where n0 is the initial number of strains at time zero.
Probabilistic distribution of divergent time tdi
Another distribution of interest is tdi |n0, λ, t, the distribution of the time between the
ith divergent time and t. It can be first shown (Nee, 2001) that





Equation 5.2 above corresponds to the probability density function of the order statis-
tics of nt−n0 independent and identically distributed random variables with truncated
exponential distributions which are independent of nt and n0. As a result (Nee, 2001),
we see that Equation 5.2 implies
P (tdi |λ, t) =
λe−λtdi
1− e−λt . (5.3)
Suppose we assume each strain on an infected premises at time t has an equal probabil-
ity to be transmitted to a susceptible premises and assume the initial infection with a
single strain, the subsequent growth of strains within each premises can be modelled
by Equation 5.1. A foolproof but maybe computationally unmanageable approach
is to jointly impute the transmission tree and the branching patterns in Figure 5.1
within each infective and infected premises. Consider two sequences sampled from
two premises. In fact, it may be sufficient to just know (impute) their most recent
common ancestor (MRCA), which corresponds to either a node or a tip in Figure 5.1,
to describe adequately their evolutionary relationship. Although Equation 5.2 and
Equation 5.3 allow us to work out the times of the nodes (hence the times for MRCA,
tMRCA), further theoretical developments are needed. For example, given any pairs
of descended samples (e.g., a and d in Figure 5.1), we need to know the probability
they have a particular MRCA so we can assign the respective tMRCA. However, as far
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as we are aware, this probability depends on the branching patterns and presents a
complicated tree-combination problem to which a solution is not available so far (e.g.,
Mulder (2011); Steel and McKenzie (2001)).
Existing approaches cannot be used directly for the sake of an accurate joint inferential
framework. For example, Ypma et al (2013) used a simple pathogen-effective-size
growth model but assumed it is completely known. Didelot et al (2014) constructed
the phylogeny in hosts independently of the transmission network opposed to a truly
joint approach. The feasibility of extending these approaches, for example, estimating
the growth model used by Ypma et al (2013) jointly with the transmission dynamics,
requires further research. In Chapter 4 we have used a universal master sequence
GM coupled with a variation process to model the background infection process and
shown that the master sequence and the variation process can be accurately estimated
together with the transmission dynamics. It may be then possible that the within-
host diversity can be modelled in a similar manner, where GM would now represent
the “local” master sequence within the host.
5.3.2 Alternative sampling schemes of genetic data
Lastly, we have considered random sub-sampling of exposures for sequence data in
Chapter 4. However, our framework is not restricted to that and alternative sampling
schemes may be considered and investigated. For instance, in events of superspread-
ing where many infections may occur (cluster) during a short period of time, we
may accordingly consider a more concentrated sampling (e.g., at the peak of inci-
dence) rather than an “even” (random) sampling as most of the information of the




A R package for latent residuals
test
A.1 A brief description
A R package EpiResTest (Lau and Pollock, 2014) is built (beta version) to implement
the latent-residual tests developed in Chapter 3 which are specifically designed to
measure the goodness-of-fit of different model components of a general spatial SEIR
model commonly used in epidemiology and ecology studies. Functions in the package
require inputs of snapshots of posterior samples of model parameters (e.g., exposure
times) and impute the residuals. They do not compute any summary statistics such as
the posterior p-value used in Chapter 3 so users may analyse the raw distributions of
the residuals. The underlying functions are coded in C++ so they should be generally
quick.
A.2 Flexibility of the package
SEIR models have been considered in this thesis but more restrictive model classes
such as SIR and SI can be accommodated by this package. Note that although each
test is specifically designed to be sensitive to one particular component of a spatio-
temporal model, they are not theoretically restricted to only testing these specific
aspects and can be used as a general model assessment tool like any other conventional
model selection techniques. Also, as functions in the package only compute the raw
residuals, they can be readily used for any potential sequential approaches such that
that we have proposed in 3.7.2.
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In Chapter 3 the transmission network is not explicitly modelled and infection links
are only imputed for the sake for computing the Infection-link Residuals, unlike in
Chapter 4 where the transmission network is explicitly modelled and imputed as model
parameters. As the transmission network is not always a necessity in epidemiological
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